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Abstract 

Since its establishment, ISIS has been applying the old principles of Islamic law, by killing anyone who disagrees 

with its ideology, by oppressing ethnic and religious minorities, by violating human rights, by treating women as 

objects and by using different types of abuse. ISIS legitimizes its actions by employing the Sharia Law to justify their 

acts. Members of ISIS believe that they are the only real Muslims while others are infidels. 

This thesis discusses the rules set by ISIS concerning the female enemy and the justification for these rules as 

described in their online magazines Dabiq and Rumiyah. By analysing specific articles concerning the female enemy, 

the thesis investigates ISIS policy towards the female enemy, which involves employing different justifications from 

Quran and the Sunnah of prophet Muhammad. Furthermore, the thesis examines how ISIS propaganda legitimizes 

the use of sexual violence against women as a war tactic. Qualitative content analysis and the deductive category 

assignment as used as techniques in analysing the primary material. 

The analysis clarifies how ISIS shapes the image of the enemy by gathering evidence from the Quran and 

Sunnah. ISIS propaganda categorizes the enemy depending on its own made criteria and division of the faith level. 

Therefore, enemies are labelled as Murtaddīn (apostates), Kuffar (unbelievers), Mushrikin (polytheists) and heretics. 

Through the examination of the primary material, it becomes obvious, that gender plays a significant role in ISIS’ 

construction of enemy traits. The study of the selected articles confirms that slavery is the prominent rule on the 

female enemy and it is reinforced by selective examples from Islam. 

The thesis uses five elements to measure the level of employing sexual violence against the female enemy. The 

elements are derived from a number of feminist authors who focus on sexual violence as a war tactic, including 

Joshua Goldstein (2001), Laura Sjoberg (2013), Elisabeth Wood (2014) and Sara Meger (2016). The elements are: 

(1) feminizing the enemy, (2) financing war expenses, (3) attracting and rewarding fighters, (4) employing military 

institutionalized rape and (4) defending women as an excuse for war.  

Examining the feminist approach for sexual violence as a war tactic exposes that ISIS’ re-establishment of 

slavery gives a license to rape by feminizing the concept of slavery and confines its meaning to females only. ISIS 

organizes and propagates slavery to rationalize rape. 

The analysis on the feminization of the enemy proves that enslaving women and children serves ISIS’ goal to 

damage the enemy; in particular, that the failure of the male fighters in protecting the land and the nation, brings 

discredit upon their government or administrations.  Further investigation on the use of sexual violence to finance the 

war expenses confirms the association between slavery and financing terrorist organizations. The element of using 

sexual violence to attract and reward fighters suggests that ISIS nourishes the notion of rewarding its men by 

legitimizing the ancient idea of looting practice (Ghanimah) of the enemy’s property. According to ISIS, looting 

practice includes enslaving women and children. Utilizing the “defending our women” artefact as an excuse for war 

suggests that ISIS employs its propaganda taking advantage of the stereotypical notion of men as defenders and 

women and children as symbols of the land and the nation. ISIS calls Muslim men to Jihad in to take revenge for 

their victimized women whose honour has been abused by the enemy. 

Finally, the thesis proposes more studies that study ISIS fighters, especially members who have either witnessed 

or have committed rape against the female enemy in order to illuminate the topic and further analyse how the use of 

sexual violence is employed as a war tactic. 
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1 INTRODUCTION   

War is a monster that tramples everything in its way. Historically, civilians make up a large 

proportion of war casualties, as much as 75% (Skjelsbæk & Smith 2001, 14). Conflict also creates a 

large refugee population seeking safety, many of whom are women and children. Men often 

participate in the battleground, while the non-fighters of them are mostly killed (Ibid.,15). During 

times of war, women become targets of gender-based violence, sexual violence: rape, forced-

marriage, forced-pregnancy, forced-abortion, torture, trafficking and sexual slavery. Even when the 

monstrosity that is war ends, its victims suffering is ongoing aftermath. The victims of war, 

specifically women, are stigmatized enduring a long-term suffering from psychological on top of 

social problems (Schnabel & Tabyshalieva 2012, 13). Victims of sexual violence can suffer from 

hazardous disease such as HIV, in addition to a long-term reproductive harm, not to mention the 

fact that the society treat the victims of sexual violence as outcasts after war. For instance, Rwandan 

society rejected the victims of sexual violence during the civil war, while children born of rape were 

called the “devil’s children” (Ibid., 14). 

The extremist group, ISIS, since its emergence, applied the old principles and penalties of 

Islam such lashing, stoning individuals whom convicted of adultery, mutilation of thief’s hand, 

putting restriction on women’s freedom of movement without considering that we are living in a 

different time. Many countries have shared values on international law, human freedoms in defining 

modern state, the role of civil society and embracing scientific and technological advancements. 

ISIS’s version of Sharia law rejected individual right of self-determination, freedom of belief by re-

establishing slavery in the territory under its control.  

ISIS manipulates people by using Sharia Law to justify their crimes of killing and kidnaping 

civilians, along with enslaving women. Members of ISIS believe that they are the only true 

Muslims (Ingram 2016) and all others are infidels. Thus, claim of being the true Muslims, illustrates 

how religious-political extremism has escalated in the last decades, and has spread unprecedentedly, 

not only against other religions and other societies, but also between sects and interpretation of 

religious doctrines and within Islamic societies. Fundamentalism, together and extremist political 

Islam, has exacerbated and pushed societies into the cycle of violence. 

 

1.1 Purposes and Objectives 

This research project aims to explain how ISIS views the female enemy as conveyed through their 

online propaganda material. There is a lack of research on the topic of the female enemy in general. 
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Most studies focus on ISIS war policy and operations against Yazidi women, including the use of 

widespread sexual violence. The research questions tackle: (1) How does ISIS propaganda define 

and present the female enemy? and (2) How does ISIS propaganda legitimize the use of sexual 

violence against women as a war tactic? 

In order to answer the research questions, this study investigates the identity and the 

definition of ISIS enemies, how female of enemies are categorized on the basis of their religious 

and ethnic groups, and How ISIS justifies these different rules for female enemies from each group. 

This research adopts a feminist approach to explore sexual violence as a war tactic. The 

approach is a productive method for clarifying ISIS rules concerning female enemy.  Exploring 

ISIS propaganda suggests that their speech about female slavery is based on Islamic justification. 

Sexual violence as a war tactic is not limited to extremist groups like ISIS or to groups of Islamic 

heritage and has been historically used by both state and non-state parties. A feminist lens is applied 

to interpret how states use gender roles to formulate social identity, the process of making war, 

justification for launching war, how soldiers fight also military strategies and tactics.1 

Studying of ISIS propaganda intensively, illustrates slavery as the obvious rule over the 

female enemy which is reinforced by selective examples from Islam. Thus, the analysis focuses on 

how ISIS orders its followers to treat the female enemy and their use of Shariah to legitimize it, as 

well as measuring the dimensions set by the feminist theoretical approach of sexual violence as a 

war tactic, used globally against women during wartime. 

Primary data contained in materials released by ISIS (via their online magazine: Dabiq and 

Rumiyah) are reviewed in order to present ISIS’ definition of different groups, their policy towards 

the female enemy, and their justifications of their beliefs. In addition, data, both in English and in 

Arabic, found in books, academic articles, thesis studies, journalistic sources, UN data, news 

websites and in other relevant publications related to ISIS, are also reviewed. 

 

1.2 Structure of the Thesis 

The thesis is divided into six chapters. The introduction poses the research question, proposed 

argument, literature review and highlights key concepts. Chapter two examines scholarly literature 

on women, gender roles, conflict-related sexual violence, the feminist approach for sexual violence 

as a war tactic, historical background of ISIS with focus on their policy towards minorities relating 

                                                           
 

1 See chapter 2, Feminist Approach for Sexual Violence as a War Tactic pages 15-19 
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to gender differences. The third chapter describes the research methodology, with explanation of the 

thesis proposal and analytical tools used. Chapter four examines the finding from the reading of the 

primary material and discusses it. The aim is to find out the different rules ISIS sets according to 

gender through exploring ISIS enemy also how they are defined in Dabiq and Rumiyah. The fifth 

chapter investigates the use of sexual violence as a war tactic against the female enemy by ISIS. 

Finally, chapter six summarizes the findings of the research, presents a conclusion to the research 

question, and offer recommendations. 

 

1.3  ISIS Policy against the Female Enemy in the Academic Discussion 

The topic is still relatively new, consequently very few limited research has been done, with most 

recent studies turning the spotlight on ISIS female jihadists, while giving less attention to the topic 

of the female enemy. Moreover, the media mainly focuses on the enslavement of Yazidi women 

with not much attention payed to women from other different minorities. 

Recently, literature on ISIS has expanded, however, the topics remain narrow. The recent 

literature was examined with a focus on ISIS policy against women. Indeed, some studies covered 

the topic of ISIS policy against minorities, specifically the enslavement of Yazidi women and rape 

as a sexual weapon. Bitar’s thesis presents a gender perspective that highlights sexual violence 

against Yazidi women, which provides three reasons to explain the use of rape by ISIS: (1) rape as a 

war tactic, (2) rape for religious reasons, also (3) the misogynist ideology (Bitar 2015). ISIS’s goal 

to turn the population inside the state into pure Sunnis, by using sexual violence to terrify and rid of 

those who do not convert to Sunni Islam, illustrates the first two reasons. In term of misogyny, the 

researcher uses the Susan Brownmiller’s feminist approach on sexual violence and rape2 , define 

ISIS’s behaviour as hate against women. However, the feminist theory could not explain the 

contradiction in the fighters’ behaviour towards jihadi women. The study uses diverse data 

gathering methods including case studies, contacting NGOs in the conflict area, online interviews, 

and interviewing Yazidi scholars and authors directly (Ibid).  

Ahram examines the topic from different angle. In his study “Sexual Violence and the 

Making of ISIS”, he explores the roots and impact of ISIS violent strategies, including its specific 

targeting of women. He explains ISIS rape policy as a typical practice man have used during war, 

                                                           
 

2 Susan Brownmiller was among the first scholars to provide feminist perspective on wartime sexual violence. She 

refuted the mainstream claims of sexual violence as a war by-product. Brownmiller rejected the biological explanation 

of the high sex drive for male as a reason for rape to happen during war. She argued that rape happens because war 

gives males the environment and the power to practice it (Brownmiller 1993, 50-51). 
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against both women and other men, to demean and to demasculinize them. Ahram emphasises that 

sexual violence was part of the socio-political environment in Iraq and Syria before ISIS (Ahram 

2015). 

Similarly, author Davis discusses in her article “Iraqi Women Confronting ISIL: Protecting 

Women’s Rights in the Context of Conflict”, the impact of social and legal system on women. She 

describes the situation of women since the American invasion of Iraq in 2003, as unstable, with the 

current legislation and traditions worsening women conditions. She describes how female 

minorities face discrimination because of their gender and religion. Significantly, the Iraqi 

constitution is not supportive of non-Muslim, and does not allow enough seats for minorities in to 

gain equal rights with the Muslim majority (Davis 2016, 55-57). The paper is very beneficial 

because it gives a full legal and social background for women situation in Iraq and helps the reader 

to understand the continuing of discrimination against women when the area fell under ISIS control. 

Furthermore, it gives the researcher direct information from the ground, as well as highlights 

women organization efforts to change the law and provide victims with counselling and support. 

In his study “Prosecuting ISIS”, Waltman discusses the topic from legal point of view 

concerning human rights abuses and the suitable methods to support international law in 

prosecuting ISIS war crimes performed against minorities and violation of international law against 

foreigners such as journalists and activists. Waltman distinguishes between committing crimes 

against the locals inside the state in Iraq and Syria which called war crimes, while crimes against 

foreigners are regarded as violation of International law. Furthermore, the crimes against women 

from different minorities were mentioned briefly, accompanied with crimes against children’s rights 

(Waltman 2016).  

Sverdlov compares in his publishing, “Rape in war: Prosecuting the Islamic state of Iraq and 

the levant and Boko Haram for sexual violence against women”, the ISIS and Boko haram practice 

of sexual violence against women such as enslavement and forced marriage. He highlights the 

problem of not taking those terrorist organizations to court until now for using rape as a weapon of 

war. Sverdlov uses the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwandan and the former Yugoslavia 

which was formed to deal with people who committed war crimes as case study. The study suggests 

that there is a similarity between the two terrorist groups in the ideology, but Boko Haram did not 

recruit sexual violence in their kidnapping of the school girls of Chibok town whom the majority of 

them were Christians. There were some sexual violence cases, but it was not systemized. Boko 

Haram focused most of the time on forcing the girl to do the cooking and cleaning tasks. Therefore, 

both groups can be prosecuted by international law for committing sexual violence but from a 
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different legal perspective. According to international criminal law Boko Haram did not commit a 

genocide crime, while ISIS did and used sexual violence as weapon of war (Sverdlov 2017). 

In the Master thesis entitled “Investigating Sexual and Gender-Based Violence as a Weapon 

of War and a Tool of Genocide against Indigenous Yazidi Women and Girls by ISIS in Iraq”, 

Hassen focuses more concretely on the fate of the victims of sexual violence after running away 

from ISIS.  He examines the use of sexual violence as a war tactic, and the psychological problems, 

as well as difficulties experienced by the victims. Hassan found that sexual gender-based violence 

(SGBV) was used by ISIS as a method to achieve different goals such as controlling the area, ethnic 

cleansing, taking revenge of the Iraqi government along with its American ally, and attracting more 

fighters to join the state. He points out that US occupation of Iraq paved the way for ISIS, 

particularly by destroying the country, spreading poverty, supporting ethnicity and SGBV (Hassen 

2016). 

Although the issue of ISIS propaganda has received the attention of scholars there is a lack 

in studies examining the female enemy of ISIS. Therefore, I looked for the studies that explored the 

perspective of ISIS towards the enemy in general.  Ingram inspects nine issues in the Dabiq 

magazine to expose ISIS strategy to recruit and radicalize the audience. The organization’s media 

policy has a big influence on forming Western Muslims conception of ISIS and attracting youth to 

join the organization. ISIS consider themselves the real Sunni Muslims, while others are infidels. 

Therefore, jihad is a duty for real Muslims to purify the world of non-believers and heretics who 

think that they are Muslims (Ingram 2016). 

Another study Kolahi analyses Daesh’s propaganda and their messages in the online 

magazine Dabiq. He uses both the theory of propaganda and the theory of framing in investigating 

the topic. He examines three concepts that appeared in the fifteen issues of Dabiq magazine: 

Enemy, Jihad and Hijrah. According to Kolahi’s findings, the concept of enemy includes anyone 

who disagrees with ISIS, in addition to the western countries and their allies (Kolahi 2016). 

However, Kolahi does not explain the enemy with gender aspect.  

 

1.4 Key concepts 

ISIS. The self-proclaimed Islamic State group have many names such as the Islamic state (IS), the 

Islamic state of Iraq (ISI), the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS), Islamic State of Iraq and the 

Levant (ISIL) and Daesh in Arabic language which means “to crush underneath your foot” 
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(Alexander 2015, 1-2). This thesis will mainly use the term ISIS and sometimes will refer to ISIS 

interchangeably with the “Islamic State” the “organization” or the “group”.  

 

The Female enemy. The concept is not prominent in the field of peace and conflict studies. 

International law does not provide a definition for the term enemy, yet it sets rules to guarantee the 

protection for the civilians or non- combatants (Henckaerts & Doswald-Beck 2005, 1). Through this 

thesis the concept female enemy will be used to refer to women of the belligerent sides, whom are 

regarded as ISIS enemies. ISIS enemies are minorities, other religious, anyone who disagrees with 

ISIS ideology or cooperates with its enemy. The concept will be clarified deeply according to ISIS 

definition in Dabiq and Rumiyah magazines in the analytical section. 

 

Gender. Academically, there is a mix between gender and sex, in addition to the use of gender 

interchangeably with women between some scholars. According to Fiona Mackay “Sex is taken to 

refer to the biological, chromosomal, and reproductive differences between women and men; in 

contrast, gender relates to the social meanings, roles, and expectations attributed to those biological 

differences”. To put it more simply, gender means the social and sex means the biological (Mackay 

2009, 3). However, not all scholars agree with the previous definition. Goldstein believes that the 

previous widespread definition of gender supports the division between biology and social or 

culture despite their correlation. He argues that 

Biology provides diverse potentials, and cultures limit, select, and channel them. Furthermore, culture 

directly in- fluences the expression of genes and hence the biology of our bodies. No universal biological 

essence of "sex" exists, but rather a complex system of potentials that are activated by various internal and 

external influences (Goldstein 2001, 2). 

 As we can see Goldstein definition for gender embraces both the roles and the bodies of women 

and men whether its social or biological (Ibid). This study uses Mackay’s definition of gender, 

because of the high consensus between scholars. 

 

Sexual violence and slavery. World Health Organization (WHO) defines Sexual violence broadly 

with various contexts as: 

 any sexual act attempt to obtain a sexual act, unwanted sexual comments or advances, or acts to traffic, or 

otherwise directed, against a person’s sexuality using coercion, by any person regardless of their relationship 

to the victim, in any setting, including but not limited to home and work (Krug EG et al 2002, 149). 
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Sexual violence whether it is physical or psychological comes in different shapes and varies 

depending on the conditions surround it. WHO defines rape particularly: 

Sexual violence includes rape, defined as physically forced or otherwise coerced penetration – even if slight 

– of the vulva or anus, using a penis, other body parts or an object. The attempt to do so is known as 

attempted rape. Rape of a person by two or more perpetrators is known as gang rape (Krug EG et al 2002, 

149).  

The definition adds that rape during wartime, forced marriage, forced prostitution and trafficking 

are acts of sexual violence (Ibid.,150). 

This research focuses on conflict related sexual violence under ISIS control. The Rome 

Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC) serves directly this research context, as ICC 

considers sexual violence under article 7 of “crimes against humanity” that are being systematically 

practiced against civilians. Sexual violence includes “rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, 

forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence of comparable 

gravity” (Rome Statute, Art. 7 (g)).  

Hence ISIS targets the female enemies mostly by enslaving them, either practically or 

theoretically through their propaganda, I find that it is crucial to explain the term specifically. The 

1926 Slavery convention states that “Slavery is the status or condition of a person over whom any 

or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised” (Slavery convention 1926, 

Art. 1(1)). The convention explains in detail that slavery trade: 

Includes all acts involved in the capture, acquisition or disposal of a person with intent to reduce him to 

slavery; all acts involved in the acquisition of a slave with a view to selling or exchanging him; all acts of 

disposal by sale or exchange of a slave acquired with a view to being sold or exchanged, and, in general, 

every act of trade or transport in slaves ( (Slavery convention 1926, Art. 1(2)). 

In fact, the previous definition of slavery has caused controversy. In 2005 the European Court of 

Human Rights discussed the definition of slavery in the case of Siliadin v. France3, a woman who 

was coerced to work for free, while her boss seized her passport and did not pay her a salary (Allain 

2012, 29-30). The European court regarded the accuser a victim of forced labour as well as 

confiscation of personal freedom; yet the court could not judge if slavery violation was committed, 

due to the difficulty of enforcing the limited term of slavery in its common definition (Ibid., 30). 

Weissbrodt explained the meaning behind “any or all of the powers attaching to the right of 

                                                           
 

3 See European Court of Human Rights (2005). Siliadin v. France, Application 73316/01. 
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ownership” in article 1 of the slavery convention 1926, and aiming to end all kind of slavery, helped 

in widening the meaning of slavery to include its different aspects (Ibid., 30). 

UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) comprises the classical 

and modern meaning of slavery: 

Slavery today covers a variety of human rights violations. In addition to traditional slavery and the slave 

trade, these abuses include the sale of children, child prostitution, child pornography, the exploitation of child 

labour, the sexual mutilation of female children, the use of children in armed conflicts, debt bondage, the 

traffic in persons and in the sale of human organs, the exploitation of prostitution, and certain practices under 

apartheid and colonial regimes (OHCHR 1991). 

It is noteworthy that Weissbrodt focuses on slavery during wartime while comparing 

between sexual slavery and coercive prostitution. He considers that the former does not yield any 

economic revenue (Weissbrodt 2002, 33).  Sexual slavery is an exercise of domination over 

someone by using intimidation or coercion, mostly during wartime (Ibid., 33). Moreover, the 

different forms of sexual slavery such as rape camps and comfort stations are considered a massive 

violation of international law (Ibid., 34). 

 

Terms related to sexual violence during wartime. Zainab Hawa Bangura, the Secretary-General’s 

Special Representative on Sexual Violence in Conflict describes sexual violence as a tactic of 

terrorism through six main aspects, 

When systematically committed by violent extremists and terrorist groups; when deliberately used to spread 

terror; when used to finance the activities of terrorist groups; when used as a form of persecution targeting 

political, ethnic or religious groups; when advanced as a strategy to radicalize, recruit, retain or reward 

fighters; and when committed in pursuit of an ideology entailing control over women’s bodies, sexuality and 

reproduction (UN 2016). 

There are numerous terms for wartime sexual violence, as illustrated in different studies. 

Some scholars support that sexual violence or rape is used as a weapon, while others consider it as a 

tactic or strategy (Baaz & Stern 2013, 46). The using of weapon put me in front of question whether 

it’s too dramatic or emotional to be used in academic studies. At the same time, underestimating the 

long-term harm of rape on victims if they stay alive can be unfair. Certain scholars interchange their 

views between sexual violence as weapon or a strategy, while some clearly differentiate them (Ibid., 

46). Therefore, I believe that it might be helpful to look at the various terms in order to choose the 

right one for this thesis. 
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Rape as a weapon of war has been the leading approach in the last few decades in explaining 

wartime sexual violence among scholars. Some scholars view rape as weapon of war, while others 

call rape a strategy. Recently, rape as a war tactic was added to the list of terms used to interpret this 

type of violence (Baaz & Stern 2013, 46). 

Sexual violence as a weapon of war started to be used after the Balkan war in 1993 when 

rape was used systematically against victims. Rape as a strategy is characterized as a punishment to 

achieve certain broad political aims, such as insulting the enemy (Baaz & Stern 2013, 49). The term 

was used less, especially by UN reports. Rape as a weapon of war is more powerful in capturing the 

international public interest (Ibid.,50). Despite the term’s effectiveness, it received controversial 

remarks by activists who do not use the metaphor (Ibid.,51). Thus, the term “tactic” has been used 

in some UN documents, such as the security council resolution 1820 (Ibid.,51). Moreover, in 2010, 

the UN decided to officially replace the term “weapon” with “tactic”. Unlike the board meaning of 

strategy, rape as a tactic is the method or the mechanism that is used against the enemy to achieve a 

specific strategy (Ibid.,52).  Thus, this study uses the term “tactic”.    

 

2 BACKGROUND 

This chapter includes a brief description of relevant background regarding women, gender roles and 

conflict-related sexual violence. It will also explain the feminist approach for sexual violence as a 

war tactic. Finally, the chapter will give a historical review of the Islamic state, its system and 

policy towards people under its rule in order to support the thesis with the primary context needed 

to understand the research problem and its value. 

 

2.1 Women, Gender roles and Conflict-related sexual violence 

Despite the prominent role of women in armed conflicts, war has traditionally been considered as 

the male domain where he makes decisions, plans, fights and protects the country and his family. 

While the woman has been seen as the mother who takes care of the house, the children; and during 

the war; in the absence of men take on some male’ tasks. However, women in war are not limited to 

this simple peaceful image. Women are fighters, pro-war, victims, nurturers, pacifists, refugees, and 

participants in building the state when the war ends (Cohn 2013, 1). 

There are various reasons behind the different influences on women’s role and conditions in 

time of conflict. These reasons involve social norms, gender relations, religion, ethnicity, tribes, 
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age, class, geographical area, power, and status. Furthermore, war circumstance for women in 

different regions is not the same and vary depending on the nature of the conflict, balance of power, 

international relations, weapons and methods (Cohn 2013, 2). 

Recently, scholars started to take into consideration the significance of gender roles during 

periods of conflict (Goldstein 2001). According to Goldstein: 

Most feminist approaches share a belief that gender matters in understanding war. They also share a concern 

with changing “masculinism” in both scholarship and political–military practice, where masculinism is 

defined as an ideology justifying male domination. They see women as a disadvantaged class, unjustly 

dominated and exploited by men (Ibid., 38).  

Goldstein explains various feminist theories from different dimensions: historical, 

biological, psychological and cultural. He describes three perspectives of feminist theories of war 

that vary in clarifying gender role in wartime. He begins with the theory of the “liberal feminism” 

which states that women can fight like men during the war and should be engaged equally in 

different fields. According to the liberal theory, militarism is like any other field dominated by men, 

such as medicine, law and politics (Ibid.,39). Liberal feminists oppose the perspective of the nature 

of women. Furthermore, the “difference feminism” theory defends that the difference in biological 

and social roles of the two sexes are real but not important. This theory supports that the issue lies 

in societies’ lack of appreciation towards feminine standards (Ibid., 41).  When it comes to war, 

some feminists believe that women’s traditional family roles qualify them as better players in peace 

missions, while men are more influential than women on the battlefield. The assumption that men 

are violent men women are peaceful is based on gender roles that view females as wives and 

mothers (Ibid., 44). These roles are considered to enable women to resolve conflict and nurture life 

(Ibid.,46). In contrast to the previous two viewpoints, the “postmodern feminism” theory rejects the 

district division of gender into two (woman and man) because it is a random partition (Ibid.,49). 

Postmodern feminists believe that gender is the main reason for forming traditional male and female 

roles during war. It is worth noting that this theory highlights the link between gender and various 

features of identity such as religion, nation and class (Ibid.,49-50). 

Goldstein suggests that “cultural construction of the gender identity” for the male warrior is 

a method to enable war (Goldstein 2001, 251). Man is not born a warrior, but he is dragged to the 

battlefield by society which connects masculinity to combatants. Goldstein supports that war is 

lethal and scares men and women equally, therefore, society convinces males by means of drinking 

and religious faith to forsake their fear (Ibid., 253). Cases of women who have enforced men to 

participate in conflict by means of dishonouring them have been observed. For instance, in World 
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War I women dishonoured any man who did not participate in the war in Russia, America and 

Britain (Ibid., 272). Moreover, some authors support that society keeps women away from the 

battlefield so that they can assume a stereotypical female role during conflict, by boosting the 

combatant’s masculinity. Family represents an incentive for soldiers to continue fighting so they 

can protect them. Wives and girlfriends particularly are an imagery safe zone for the soldiers that 

motivate them to continue fighting. Women were also considered as witnesses to the soldiers’ 

courage (Ibid., 301-306). 

Initially, the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC), has paid little attention to women; instead it 

mostly focuses on men. At that time, the law painted woman as the image of a victim whose honour 

should be protected, instead of considering her as an individual who has the same rights as a man 

(Cahn 2018, 3). Crimes and human rights violations during World War II led to the establishment 

of the United Nations (UN). UN issued a series of agreements such as the Universal Declaration on 

Human Rights which laid the grounds for equality between all human beings. In 1979, the UN 

issued the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women 

(CEDAW). CEDAW is regarded as a cornerstone of the development of women’s rights (Dairiam 

2015, 2-3). In 1995, during the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing, a declaration was 

made, concluding that gender should be applied in different policies and plans (Skjelsbæk 2001). 

Additionally, there was consensus that women are absent from peace making processes, and that 

they should participate in all stages (Ibid). In 1998, Article 7/G of The Rome Statute of the 

International Criminal Court treaty formally recognized rape as a war crime. Conflicts that occurred 

between 1990s and 2000s in Rwanda and former Yugoslavia had a grim result on women’s 

wellbeing and verified the imperfections of the international legislation concerning women’s 

security (Cahn 2018, 3). During that time, women movements and human rights activists demanded 

that International law should be more gender sensitive and pay more attention to protecting women 

during war post-war. Gender sensitivity includes focusing on both men and women, because any 

change on the role of men during and after war will be reflected on women (Ibid., 4).  

International law hit a turning point in 2000, through the enactment of the UN Security 

Council resolution 1325 (UNSCR 1325) on women, peace, and security. The resolution outlined the 

great need for involvement of women in war and peace issues. Despite the fact that the resolution 

focused on fighting sexual violence against women, some criticized this and saw it as a weakness 

because it did not help in discovering other forms of gender violence neither did it increase the role 

of women during conflict. Nevertheless, the resolution plan was solidified and was followed up 

with other resolutions to increase women’s participation. (Cahn 2018, 4-5). In 2008, UN Security 

Council resolution 1820 (UNSCR 1820) criminalized employing sexual abuse against females and 
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children as weapon of war in times of conflict. Therefore, the resolution cleared up the ambiguity of 

the decree that was made by the Rwandan and Yugoslavian courts related to criminalizing rape 

during war. At that time the decree did not explain whether it criminalizes rape for genocidal 

purpose or rape as a weapon of war (Bergoffen 2009, 309). 

Rape has a long-term effects, such as psychological problems, pregnancy, disease, isolation, 

and divorce (Schnabel 2012, 14). Perpetrators during the war in Bosnia and Rwanda raped many 

victims in front of their relatives to shame them (Schnabel 2012, 80). Additionally, many Rwandan 

women were raped by both enemies and defenders (Ibid., 81). 

 Despite the fact that women represent the highest number of civilians in comparison to 

men, they are killed and injured at the same rate as men (Bouta 2004, 33). Women who cannot 

leave the conflict zone or defend themselves are more exposed to different types of gender-based 

violence besides rape, such as prostitution and human trafficking (Ibid). As mentioned before, 

women comprise most refugees, therefore, in times of war, refugee populations move to secure 

zones to avoid victimization of women and children (Schnabel 2012). 

Poverty and changing the women’s role during the war is another impact of war, especially 

when the husband or the breadwinner die or injured (Schnabel 2012, 84). The good thing that this 

situation will push women usually to take the responsibility outside the house by finding work 

(Ibid., 84). Furthermore, those women will gain the respect of their society and become a good 

example for other women and contribute in the empowerment of women (Ibid., 85). In turn, this 

does not mean that responsibility inside the house will be decreased. For instance, a lot of internal 

refugee women in Georgia found themselves working to feed their families while, husbands did not 

care to find job and counted mainly on the women (Ibid., 83) 

Finally, we should keep in mind that gender-based violence can continue, after conflict 

comes to an end (Bouta 2004, p. 38). For instance, violence against women in former Yugoslavia 

continued, even after the end of the war (Ibid). 

 

2.2 Feminist Approach for Sexual Violence as a War Tactic  

T’S FUNNY ABOUT MAN’S attitude toward rape in war. Unquestionably there shall be some raping. 

Unconscionable, but nevertheless inevitable. When men are men, slugging it out among themselves, 

conquering new land, subjugating new people, driving on toward victory, unquestionably there shall be some 

raping (Brownmiller 1993, 51). 
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In the past, sexual violence was ignored and simply considered the unavoidable outcome of war, 

however, feminist scholars challenge this notion (Meger 2016, 1-2).  Delegitimizing previous 

notions on gender and sexual violence, the feminist approach examines various variables including, 

economy, biology, sociology, psychology, and international law.  

Feminist theory (the gendered explanation) rejects sex theory4 biological explanation that 

males high sex drive is the reason for rape occurring during war (Brownmiller 1993, 50-51; Baaz & 

Stern 2013, 20). The feminist theory, next challenges the origin of rape, stating that rape is socially 

constructed.  It views rape as a result of the gender roles society teaches males and females: men 

brought up as strong masculine soldiers, to fight the enemy, while women are raised to be harmless, 

fragile and need in need of safeguarding (Baaz & Stern  2013, 20). Brownmiller suggests that rape 

happens because war gives males the environment and the power to practice rape (Brownmiller 

1993, 50-51). Soldiers find themselves in hierarchical masculine institution holding weapons further 

nurturing their feeling of superiority over women (Ibid., 52). She goes on to explain a rapist begins 

as a regular person but is made to feel special by joining the most masculine institution-the army 

(Ibid). This system provides some soldiers the false ego that urges them into asserting a dominance 

over women by rape (Ibid., 53). In some cases, being part of an institution, such as the military, men 

do not feel or fear accountability to raping their victims (Ibid.,441). 

Gender has been used to measure sexual violence as a war tactic by various scholars and 

tactics. I have gathered the most prominent standards: feminization of enemy, financing the war 

expenses, using sexual violence to attract and pay fighters, employing military institutionalized 

rape, and defending women as an excuse for war. The five standards will be used to understand 

                                                           
 

4 Sex theory is built on the story of the possibility of turning men into rapists during war. It claims that sex 

drive is the reason for rape to happen during war, particularly that the majority of the fighters are males who are 

controlled by their massive libido. This natural need should be satisfied otherwise rape will happen. Due to situation of 

war and the difficulty for fighters to go home and meet their spouses or girlfriends, they look for an alternative and 

commit rape. The collapse of social rules is another claim by the supporter of the biological assumptions which 

illustrate that society controls men’s sexual desire. Thus, when war happens the rules that control men sexuality vanish 

resulting the spread of rape (Baaz & Stern 2013, 17-18). Sexual desire opinion can be a justification for fighters to 

commit rape and run away from justice, particularly that it generalizes about men possibility to become rapists, giving a 

biological explanation for it as well as underestimating its political dimension. Therefore, examining rape through 

gender helps to understand masculinity and femininity, the interaction and effect between them as well as how society 

draws their roles. Here, the centre of attention is not the male’s massive sexual desire but the masculinity depending on 

how society forms and applies it (Ibid., 19-22).   
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ISIS speech about the female enemy, the justification of legitimizing sexual violence against 

women, and the aim of reviving slavery.  

In “War and Gender: How gender shapes war and Vice versa”, author Goldstein outlines 

comprehensive point of view on the connection between gender and war, specifically how they 

form each other. In order to find the relationship, Goldstein examines different assumptions related 

to the growth of males’ control over females economically and sexually during the war. The 

assumptions are: male sexuality as a cause of aggression or a promise of a prize, taking advantage 

of female’s work, feminization of enemies as symbolic domination and defending our women 

(Goldstein 2001, 332). He argues that conflicts contribute to utilizing females whether through 

voluntary or forced prostitution, as well as using sexual violence against the female enemy to show 

the power over them (Ibid., 333).  He assumes that decision makers use sex to attract male warriors 

to take part in the war. The point premises on increasing or stimulating male sexual desire and 

promising the warrior of a sexual prize5 (Ibid., 333). For instance, US administration gained 

soldiers’ attention through sex in the World War II, when the military made millions of posters of 

the American celebrity Rita Hayworth and distributed it to soldiers. Military leaders believed that 

pin-ups were a productive way to improve the US forces’ spirit (Ibid., 334). 

 Sexual desire could increase during war when combatants face phycological and 

sociological problems because of the state of being away from family, in addition to the fear of 

death (Ibid., 334-335). Hence, combatants go to brothels or engage in short term relationship with 

women in the area of military action (Ibid., 335). The military authorized brothels that availed the 

soldiers in order to avoid the problems emerge from random sexual intercourse6. Although the 

authorized brothels helped in containing the problem, it still forced many women into prostitution 

work against their well (Ibid., 342-343). 

 Feminizing the enemy as symbolic domination as a practice showcases the victor of war 

way by insulting their enemies by treating them as females because soldiers are raised to view 

femininity as weakness and submission7 (Ibid., 356).  

Defending our women is the assumption that the state and society divide the residents 

according to their gender, creating a female nation that needs protection and a male state that 

                                                           
 

5 See page 61 

6 See pages 61 

7 See pages 52-53 
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protects. This is how the state can manipulate males into joining the army, convincing them the 

enemy will rape the women8 (Ibid., 369).  

 “Gendering Global Conflict: Toward a Feminist Theory of War” by Laura Sjoberg is 

another writer who uses her feminist lens to discuss the political, economic and cultural aspects of 

conflict in the domain of international relations. Similar, to Goldstein’s approach, Sjoberg addresses 

defending the women dimension9, and intentional civilian victimization. Sjoberg assumes that 

gender plays a crucial part in the tactic of attacking women (Sjoberg 2013, 191).  Not long ago, 

scholars have classified wartime rape as intentional civilian victimization, widespread studies 

considered the act of killing civilians as an indicator for victimization, while viewing rape as 

nonlethal abuse (Ibid., 192). The studies are contradictory by recognizing other abuses such as 

relocation and siege as part of civilian victimization, but disregarding rape. Rape, in fact is lethal 

because it aims to destroy the chastity of the victim who belongs in the opponent’s community 

(Ibid., 193-194). Noteworthy, Sjoberg explains civilian as a gendered term. To understand 

intentional victimization as gendered; it is important to return to the idea of protecting woman who 

symbolizes the land and the nation, while state resembles the masculine protector. Therefore, 

abusing the woman body of the enemy symbolises abusing their land, all the while, masculinity is 

the perpetrator (Ibid., 194-197). 

In an attempt to discuss wartime sexual violence and civilian victimization from a different 

angle, Wood argues in her paper “Conflict-related sexual violence and the policy implications of 

recent research” that scholars tackled sexual violence through measuring two main classifications 

“planned act” and “unplanned act” .Sexual violence can happen because of private aims which the 

author called the “opportunistic”, while in other cases it happens because of the military body goals 

which is called the “tactical” (Wood 2014, 470). Sometimes, soldiers commit rape even if they are 

not ordered to do it and leaders will turn a blind eye (Ibid). There is mostly a misuse in relevant 

works for the term planned and unplanned sexual violence. Sometimes scholars use the term 

“tactical” interchangeably with “massive”, despite the difficulty of approving whether the rape 

happened to serve the organization ideology, or it was a personal act (Ibid). Similarly, this applies 

to the situation when unreliable assumptions related to the reasons of rape were built, on the basis 

that sexual violence happened as a tactic or weapon of war (Ibid). In order to solve the 

misunderstanding between “planned act” and “unplanned act”, Wood proposes a third classification 

                                                           
 

8 See pages 64-65 

9 See page 65 
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called a “practice” which comes in-between (Ibid., 471). A practice is not requested by the leaders, 

but they condone it. At the same time, “practice” cannot be classified as opportunistic as it can be a 

result of a special condition which emerged from social stress such as the soldier’ eagerness to 

become part of the group by engaging in gang rape (Ibid). Sexual violence act can be opportunistic 

if the perpetrator brought to real trial by the leaders (Ibid). Some military bodies institutionalized 

sexual violence to serve their ideology, while few organizations can call frankly for sexual violence 

(Ibid). Thus, Wood argues that rape is regarded as a war tactic when leader orders the soldiers to 

enact it on a specific community by torturing inmates, eliciting fear through by raping. On other 

hand, in some organizations, rape is established as way of payment or a trophy for fighters. Sexual 

slavery and forced marriage are part of the violence that some armed organizations apply as a war 

tactic (Ibid., 472). 

In “Rape Loot Pillage”, author Meger, addresses sexual violence in conflict from a feminist 

political-economy dimension10. She describes in-depth methods of analysing sexual violence during 

war, by investigating the connection between social, political, and economic dimensions that 

support the spread of violence (Meger 2016, 2-3).Meger tests three categories of sexual violence: 

sexual violence as an instrument of terror and torture, sexual violence as a weapon of war, and 

sexual violence as a tool of genocide (Ibid., 14). She uses these categories as lenses in viewing 

multiple case studies of sexual violence during war (Ibid). The author assumes that there are various 

reasons behind committing sexual violence during war that depend on the political economic 

situation, the interests of the warring parties, and the position of women and men in the society 

(Ibid., 190).  According to Merger, domination and territory gains as well as achieving economic 

gain are often the main goals. Hence, knowing the reason of the conflict identifies how sexual 

violence serve the warring parties (Ibid., 190-191). 

 

2.3 The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) 

Even though the Islamic state of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) was in the process of forming for a long time, 

it came as a shock when the group announced the birth of the caliphate and their controversial 

videos went viral. Since ISIS emergence, a big debate was raised, concerning its origins, practices, 

goals and affiliations. Moreover, the topic received more attention by media, international 

community and scholars.  

                                                           
 

10 See pages 58-59 
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The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) was formed in April 2013. The roots of the group 

go back to Al-Qaeda movement, in 2003, when the Jordanian jihadist Abu Musab al-Zarqawi11 

established Jama'at al-Tawhid W'al-Jihad organization, and later Al-Zarqawi attached the 

organization to Al-Qaeda (Waltman 2016, 872). In 2006, the Islamic State of Iraq (ISI) was 

established and Al-Zarqawi declared himself as the leader. His reign did not last long, as in June 

2006, he was killed by the United States Air Force (Ibid). The organization’s power decreased until 

Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi12 became its leader (Ibid). The Islamic state of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) is a 

result of a coalition between the so-called Islamic State of Iraq (ISI), which was formed in October 

2006, and Jabhat al-Nusra (the Support Front) in Syria which was established by the Syrian jihadist 

Mohammad al-Julani 13to fight the Assad regime (Neumann 2016, 61). The coalition was a solo 

decision by Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi who did not consult with al-Julani (Ibid., 63). Two months later, 

al Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahiri 14ordered the cancelation of the coalition, but al-Baghdadi 

ignored the order, an act that led to the division of Jabhat al-Nusra movement into two groups 

(Ibid., 64). In 2014, al-Baghdadi declared the forming of the Islamic State when his fighters claimed 

certain territories in Iraq and Syria (Ibid). 

                                                           
 

11 Jordanian Jihadist leader who established the Jihadist group “Jama’at al-Tawhid wal-Jihad” JTJ in 1999. The group 

was recognized by Al-Qaeda organization in 2004, whereas its name changed into “Al-Qaeda in the land of two rivers” 

AQI. Zarqawi was well known of his hostile personality and hatred to Shiites. Between, 1989 to 2006, He fought the 

Soviets in Afghanistan and the American in Iraq after the US invasion, in addition to killing Shiites and any Sunni who 

disagreed with him. Some resources point out that Zarqawi abruptly turned from life of crime to extremism by the 

influence of the Imam Salafist jihadi who met him in Jordanian jails. Zarqawi was killed in Iraq by US air strike in 2006 

(Alexander & Alexander 2015, 3-4).  

 

12 The second successor of Abu Musab al-Zarqawi and the Caliph of the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS). He 

led the Islamic state of Iraq (ISI) in carrying out many terrorist attacks in Iraq until the fighters conquered Mosul and 

established the self-proclaimed ISIS (Freeman 2014, 4). Baghdadi has bachelor's degree in Islamic studies as well as 

master’s and PhD in Koranic studies. He is one of the founders of the Jihadist group “Jaysh Ahl al-Sunnah wa al-

Jamaah” / “Army of the People of the Sunnah and Communal Solidarity” in 2003. The US army imprisoned him for 10 

months in 2004 where he engaged in networking with prisoners from Jihadists and former Baathist.When Baghdadi was 

set free, he made connection with Zarqawi who convinced him to move to Damascus to recruit more followers 

(McCants  2016). 

 

13 Abu Mohammad al-Julani is the leader of the jihadist fighter group in Syria “Tahrir al-Sham”. 

 

14Ayman al-Zawahiri or Ayman Dhawahiri is the present commander of al-Qaeda organization 
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It is important to note that Saudi Arabia had an important impact on ISIS ideology through 

their financial influence and their support of the radical Wahhabism principles which called for the 

application of Shariah law and restriction of women’s freedom. Moreover, Wahhabism teaches that 

Shia and Sufi Muslims are non-Muslims (Cockburn 2015,  5). Thus, Saudi Arabia contributed to the 

widening of the gap between Shia and Sunni Muslim sects by providing fund for building mosques 

and teaching their ideology in Muslims countries (Ibid., 6). 

ISIS adopts the Salafist-jihadi (Takfiri/ excommunication) ideology to restore the "Islamic 

caliphate and the application of Shari'a"(Neumann 2016, 66).  The Takfiri ideology comes from the 

Muslim scholar Ibn Taymiyyah15 who had witnessed the Mongols’ conquering of Islamic territories 

in late Middle Ages (Ibid). A lot of crimes were perpetrated by the Muslim Mongols against people 

which provoked Ibn Taymiyyah. Eventually, he ended up in jail (Ibid). Therefore, he issued a legal 

statement (Fatwa) against the Mongols to prove that they represented the wrong Islam. Ibn 

Taymiyyah claimed that it is legitimate for Muslims to regard Mongols as unbelievers and therefore 

to eradicate them (Ibid). Thus, ISIS uses Takfiri ideology extensively to justify the killing of certain 

Muslim branches, such as the Shi’a (Ibid.,67). Another scholar who inspired the Islamic state 

members was Abu Bakr Naji, the author of The Management of Savagery book (2004). The book 

permitted jihadists to use terrorism and brutality to achieve their goals (Ibid., 67).  

The Islamic apocalyptic prophecies have also affected ISIS ideology; in particular, the 

prophecy about the triumph of Muslims over their enemies in Dabiq town in Syria (Ibid., 68). As a 

result, ISIS invaded Dabiq in July 2014 and won the battle. In the same month, the Islamic State set 

up their online magazine Dabiq (Ibid., 69). 

The population structure of the Islamic State consists of a mix of old members from Iraq and 

a rebellious group from Syria. Twenty percent of the state’s senior positions are held by the Iraqis 

(Neumann 2016, 71). Other Iraqi or Syrian people joined the organization for different reasons, 

some believed in the principles of the organization while others joined due to their antipathy to the 

                                                           
 

15 A Sunni Muslim scholar from the middle ages, the period of Mongol/Tatar conquering of Islamic territories. His 

ideology based on the belief that Muslims stopped applying the right Shariah law, therefore, they fell under the rule of 

Mongol. Notwithstanding the fact that Mongol became Muslims but Ibn Taymyyah did not regard them as a real 

Muslims because they used man-made regulations. He established the Takfiri ideology, as well as regarding Ismaili sect 

as kuffar and shed their blood. Moreover, he renounced that some of Shi’a fanatics are heretics. Ibn Taymyyah was 

against the Ijtihad/independent reasoning. He called for jihad against Mongol and founded a militia to fight the so called 

pagans (Aaron 2008, 45-46).  
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Baghdad Shi’i hegemon. Some groups consist of individuals who joined out of personal interest and 

financial sources (Ibid). Last, but not least, the foreign fighters (Muhajirun) comprise almost fourty 

percent of the ISIS members. Muhajirun strongly believe in the Islamic state ideology and disregard 

its atrocities (Ibid.,72).   

The Islamic state in Iraq and the Levant extremist groups committed a lot of crimes against 

humanity in Iraq and Syria. The group utilized public media publishers and social networking sites 

to terrify people by means of videos depicting the beheading of their victims. The video of the 

American journalist James Foley being beheaded in cold blood created a public outcry (Carter 

2014). Beheading was not the only method that ISIS used against their enemies; immolation was 

another assassination tactic. Jordanian pilot Moaz al-Kasasbeh who was taken as a hostage by ISIS 

in 2014 was executed by immolation. The scene showed the pilot inside a small cage while the fire 

surrounded him and burnt him to death (Brown 2015).  

 

2.4 Life in the Islamic State   

When ISIS invaded and took control of the Fallujah city in Iraq, its residents were initially happy 

and considered the ISIS fighters as saviours (Cockburn 2015). They disregarded the fact that the 

state was founded on the Islamic law. The situation changed after ISIS conquered Mosul and carried 

out the Shariah law to the extreme (Ibid).  

Many Sunni Muslims who lived under the Islamic State were terrified and opposed the new 

authority (Ibid). The situation put Sunni population between the hammer and the anvil because of 

the sectarian domination in the area, in addition to fear from Iraqi and Syrian forces. Iraqi 

government, per example showed no care for Sunni population in Mosul during ISIS attacks (Ibid). 

In fact, most of the casualties were civilians. Targeting civilians increased the hate against the Iraqi 

government and pushed a high numbers of Sunni youth to become jihadists (Ibid). The same 

conditions applied on the Syrian territories where Sunni formed the majority of the population. 

Thus, Isis gained loyalty in those areas (Ibid). 

In Raqqah, people who used to follow the Baathist regime civil law for long time, had been 

obliged to obey the Sharia Law. The new rulers made use of the harsh punishments of Islamic law 

(Hudud), including lashing, stoning to death, and cutting off hands. Normal practices like smoking 

and drinking alcohol breached the new law and people were supposed to pray five times a day to 

avoid reprimands. The religious police (al-Hisba) ensured the application of Hudud by patrolling 

the city regularly (Griffin 2016, 86). Fear spread amongst the population; especially when it was 
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proven that most of ISIS members were actually next-door neighbours, friends and relatives. 

Moreover, the new state had hired spies to watch people and report them back to the state (Dietrich 

2017, 14). Many wealthy individuals joined the organization, in order to protect their belongings 

and save their business (Ibid). Forcing young girls to marry the ISIS fighters was another way to 

strengthen the ties with the organization (Ibid., 15).  

The Islamic State caused unprecedented suffering to the ten million residents who lived 

inside the caliphate borders (Sverdlov 2017, 336).  The impact of the state on women’s life in 

particular was overwhelming; not only did ISIS imprison women by means of house arrest, they 

also made sure to impose a certain dress code on them. Restricted dress codes were inflicted on 

females under 45 years old. Women found themselves tied to black loose dresses (Abaya) that hide 

every part of their body except the face, besides covering their head and eyes carefully by a veil. 

ISIS tightened the female dress code restrictions by imposing gloves too (Griffin 2016, 87). 

One of the most extreme restrictions that ISIS posed on women was their freedom of 

movement. Many women could not continue their normal life as employees, students or even 

carrying out basic acts in their life, such as shopping and visiting a doctor, as they are not allowed 

to leave their homes without the so called mahram or male relative such as a father, a grandfather, a 

son, a brother, or husband (Griffin 2016, 87). 

This policy was applied in a similar way on the women of Mosul, ISIS imposed their 

complete isolation from the public sphere. Al-hisba - the religious police - was not restricted to 

males only; the al-Khansaa brigade was established as the religious police for females in the state 

(Ibid). Their tasks comprised of ensuring that women do not break the dress code and providing the 

combatants with wives. The female religious police had the authority to use torture methods against 

lot of women who disobeyed the law (Ibid., 88). 

Subsequently, forced marriage, early marriage, dropping out of school and honour related 

violence increased during the rule of the Islamic State (Dietrich 2017, 16). In particular, many 

families could not afford to tend for their daughters or to protect them from the fighters; therefore, 

they forced their underage daughters into marriage- especially to relatives, or to already married 

men due to the lack of single men. The reason for these acts was to prevent their daughters of 

becoming wives to ISIS militants (Ibid., 16 - 17). 

ISIS violated basic human rights such as the right for education, freedom of religion and 

freedom of speech (Griffin 2016, 88). The curriculum was changed on the basis that it had non-

religious background. Furthermore, many schools were closed down, and education focused on 
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teaching everything related to Islam (Ibid). ISIS ended freedom of speech as well. As a result, many 

journalists were constrained from reporting the state’s crimes (Ibid., 89). Ultimately, the Islamic 

State regarded non-Muslims from different religious groups as unbelievers and used their regime to 

control and torment the populations who resided in their territories (Cockburn 2015). 

 

2.5 Minorities and Gender  

ISIS used different tools against religious and ethnic minorities who resided inside their territory in 

Syria and Iraq such as killing those who did not accept or follow their beliefs, kidnaping and 

perpetrating sexual abuses against women and children (Waltman 2016, 819). At the beginning of 

al-Baghdadi rule, the fighters attacked Shi’ites only (Ibid., 832). The situation changed in 2014 

when they extended their violence to include different minorities such as Christians, Shabak, 

Turkmen, Yazidis, and any Sunni members who rejected their ideology (Ibid). Nothing stopped 

their fighters from committing horrific crimes against the people, such as killing a group of 

Turkmen and Yazidi minorities in front of their children, and raping some of the older ones (Ibid). 

Moreover, ISIS took Yazidis males, whom they compelled to convert to Islam, and held as 

prisoners as well as forbid them their right to stay with their women. Thereafter, Yazidi males were 

sent to other areas to join the workforce, where they did different tasks such as construction work, 

cleaning and livestock farming (OHCHR 2016, p. 9). 

ISIS executed on sight all Shi’ite women as they believed that Shia Muslims were apostates 

(Feldman 2014). More than a hundred Iraqi women from Yazidi and Christian minorities in Nineva 

were trafficked in 2014 to Syria for sexual exploitation (Waltman 2016, 831). The kidnapping and 

slavery of women and children of minorities became a daily phenomenon inside the borders of the 

Islamic State (Ibid). ISIS’ invasion to Sinjar terrified the Yazidis residents; ISIS proceeded in 

killing many men who did not accept to convert to their extremist Islam, while many women were 

taken as slaves. However, thousands of the Yazidis succeeded in escaping from their enemy (Ibid., 

832). It is notable that this was not the first time for Yazidis to be oppressed by Muslims. The 

Ottoman Empire and Kurdish populations oppressed them long time ago on the basis that they were 

devil worshippers. Moreover, in the time of Sadam Hussein, the Yazidi old village was demolished 

by the Iraqi forces who forced them to move to Sinjar (Sverdlov 2017, 337).  

Some Yazidi women succeeded in running away from the Islamic state, but the numbers 

decreased when ISIS established institutions to set rules, organize the enslavement process, by 

means of registering the information of the Yazidi women to prevent them from leaving the state 

(Ibid.,338). ISIS legitimized their practice by using Sharia law to give permission for combatants to 
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enslave infidel people during the war, except the people of the book (Christians and Jews) who 

should pay taxes to Muslims (Ibid., 339). 

Welch supports that human trafficking is regarded as a great way of funding for ISIS. This 

policy supported the terrorist organization financially and by invoking fear in their enemies (Welch 

2017, 165). Zainab Bangura, a UN special representative explained ISIS enslavement methods in 

detail after controlling an area, the fighters separated the residents according to sex and kill males 

over 14 and categorized females with the highest price set according to virginity, age and beauty 

(Ibid., 169). Moreover, the priority for choosing the most beautiful captives were given for the 

senior members first (Ibid., 169).  

The process of enslavement was organized through establishing a public market (slave 

market/ souk sabaya) (OHCHR 2016, 12). The average price ranged between $ 150-25 US and 

sometimes women were given as a present to the leaders. Some of the fighters bought women to 

trade them for higher prices at villages where there was no slave market (Ibid). ISIS propagated sex 

slavery ideology widely, to attract more foreign fighters (Sverdlov 2017, 340). 

 

3 METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH  

The motivation for this research is two-fold: First, it is a topic of personal interest and it constitutes 

a matter of academic curiosity, as well as it can contribute academically, since there is a little 

research on this topic in general. As this research can be the basis for an expansion or future 

researches related with the subject of the female enemy. Second, this study explores ISIS views on 

the female enemy through their propaganda as well as the rules ISIS forces concerning the female 

enemy. In this section, I will introduce the thesis data and the methodological approach I have 

chosen to analyse the primary data. I will first discuss the research data. Second, I will present the 

researcher’s role and the process of gathering the data. Finally, I will describe the analysis method.  

 

3.1 Research Data: Dabiq and Rumiyah  

The primary research materials are Dabiq and Rumiyah magazines. Before the information 

gathering and the analysis of the material, I checked the circumstances surrounding the launching 

the magazines, their themes, the connection between them and the reasons behind ISIS stopping of 

producing Dabiq at some point and switching it to Rumiyah. 
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 Dabiq is non-Arabic digital magazine established in 2014 by the Al-Hayat media centre, 

which is the media department of the Islamic State (Wignell, Tan, O'Halloran, & Lange 2017, 2). 

Every issue is released monthly, in different languages. In 2015, Dabiq was issued once every two 

months; eventually, in 2016, it turned into a quarterly publication. The total number of the 

publications has reached 15 issues (Azman A 2016, 3-4). Dabiq was named by ISIS after a Syrian 

town of the same name. The name has a religious symbolism. It was mentioned in the Sunnah of the 

prophet that Muslims will win over their enemies in Dabiq town. ISIS invaded the Dabiq town in 

2014 to fulfil that prophecy (Neumann 2016, 68-69) 

The magazine has different themes that reflect the ideology of the movement ISIS’ 

interpretation of Islam. Most of the issues include articles about the victory and the military 

operations of the Caliphate’s fighters against their opponents, inside the Islamic state region or 

around the world (Azman A 2016, 4). Furthermore, the magazine sets the Caliphate’s rules for the 

fighters concerning the different methods that can be used in times of war. Additionally, it calls for 

Muslims outside the Islamic State to declare their pledge of loyalty (bai’ah) to them, to migrate to 

the Islamic State in Syria and Iraq and to fight against the enemy and the disbelievers. Some articles 

justify ISIS hostility towards enemies and legitimize the reasons behind war while others threaten 

different religious groups and call them to convert to Islam (Ibid., 4). 

Many articles in Dabiq have been written by anonymous authors or authors who have 

Islamic nicknames. The truth is that there is a lack of information concerning the authors’ 

background, education and geographical location. The authors display a knowledge of Islam and 

other religions besides the Western cultures (Ibid., 4). Moreover, the use of proper language 

artefacts is convincing – especially for readers who do not possess knowledge on these kinds of 

topics (Ibid., 4).  

Rumiyah (Rome in Arabic), is another non-Arabic digital magazine established by ISIS. 

Rumiyah replaced Dabiq in 2016. Just like Dabiq, Rumiyah has a symbolic meaning for ISIS. The 

name has been mentioned in the Sunnah of the prophet Mohamad. Mohammad was asked which 

city, Constantinople (Istanbul) or Rumiyah will be defeated first. ISIS decided to change the name 

of the magazine as they expected the impending loss of Dabiq town by Syrian rebels and Turkish 

military. This act pushed ISIS to move the battlefield from the area they had control over in Levant 

into Rome or in other word the West. Rumiyah and Dabiq shared similar design, arrangement, and 

graphic system - in addition to targeting Western readers (Wignell, Tan, O'Halloran, & Lange 2017, 

3). Furthermore, Rumiyah followed Dabiq’s strategy of backing its arguments by the Quran and the 

Sunnah of the prophet. It is noteworthy that the Rumiyah issues are shorter than Dabiq, besides their 
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repetition of some previous topics (Azman A 2016, 5-6). While Dabiq dealt with prolonged plans 

and theological topics, Rumiyah covers the present military action readers, an act that has revealed 

a subtle change in ISIS’ propaganda policy due to the change of the surrounding circumstances 

(Wignell, Tan, O'Halloran, & Lange 2017, 3). Moreover, Rumiyah gives permission for Muslims 

who live outside the Islamic State borders to kill the unbelievers (Azman A 2016, 5-6). 

 

3.2 Gathering the Data 

The analysis involved thorough examination of every Dabiq and Rumiyah issue, and in particular, 

deep scrutiny of the magazine’s tables of contents. The scrutiny was followed by the extrapolation 

of the main subjects, themes and titles. Furthermore, familiarization ensued with focus on the 

articles about the enemy in general, women in other groups, how ISIS sees them and what rules 

they apply on them.  

All the magazine issues were found in the web portal of the non-profit organization Clarion 

project, as well as in the Jihadology website where readers who are interested in knowing more 

about the topic of Islamic extremism, can find all the information they need. That the Clarion 

project introduces itself as “non-profit organization that educates the public about the dangers of 

radical Islam”, is more an organization that accused of contributing in nurturing Islamophobia 

between English speakers, than an educational one (Kazem 2016). Nevertheless, the organization 

policy did not affect my research, as I am only using its materials as a resource for my primary 

material. “Jihadology” is a personal website, managed by the researcher and academic Aaron Y. 

Zelin. The project is a source for Sunni Jihad data and the Lebanese Shiite militant group 

“Hezbollah”. 

Both websites have all Dabiq and Rumiyah issues. While Jihadology provides the reader 

with direct links for every issue, the Clarion project provides more details by posting a summary of 

the main topics for every issue in general. All fifteen issues of Dabiq and thirteen issues of Rumiyah 

were downloaded. The reading plan involved thoroughly going through them from A to Z because 

reading just the summary is not enough and sometimes there is information about the female enemy 

in the main body text. 

To facilitate the research, all the texts that were picked and summarized, focused on the 

research key elements and target groups; namely, the female enemy, minorities, and unbelievers. 

The main idea was to explore the rule of ISIS on the female enemy. There was a time gap between 
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reading the first issue and the last, particularly that I started reading the issue that Clarion project 

website indicated that it discusses the female enemies.  

 

3.3 The Researcher’s Role  

Saldana explains the importance of the researcher role: “Who you are (or are becoming) determines 

to a large extent what and how you research” (Saldana 2011, 22). In fact, the researcher has a major 

role in conducting the study. Furthermore, the researcher’s identity, background, learning and ethics 

have a significant impact on shaping his/her way of thinking, as well as the style of conducting the 

study (Ibid., 23). 

The choice of this particular topic derived from my identity as a Muslim female from 

Middle East. I have worked extensively in the field of women’s rights and witnessed how religious 

interpretations by scholars have posed major obstacles in the women’s movement. Until today, 

many Muslim countries are forced to obey a rigid family law and penal code due to religious 

principles. Despite the influence of my identity, as a researcher, I used suitable research methods 

and avoided building bias. At the same time, my past work, my learning experiences, knowledge of 

the language, culture and history constituted a valuable and beneficial tool, assisting in the analysis. 

 

3.4 Qualitative Content Analysis Method 

A Method is the technique the researcher uses to answer the research questions (Gruba P 2017, 54) 

In this study, the method of qualitative content analysis is used, in order to comprehend how a 

group like ISIS portrayed the female enemy, especially through their online magazines Dabiq and 

Rumiyah; the same method is utilized to examine the ISIS rules concerning the female enemy. The 

analysis is divided into two sections.  

In the first section, I investigate the primary data to determine the set-up rules for the female 

enemy. I utilize a number of questions in the main categories: (1) Who is considered an enemy for 

the ISIS?, (2) How does ISIS define each group?, (3) How are women of enemies discussed on the 

basis of their religious/ethnic groups?, (4) How does ISIS  justify the difference in rules on the 

female enemy from each group? 

In the second section, I use the feminist approach for sexual violence as war tactic to support 

the text analysis, through measuring the dimensions that were set to explore the employing of 

sexual violence during armed conflict. 
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Content analysis is an organized investigation of data, both text and/or visual (Saldana 2011, 

8). The qualitative content analysis helps explain the meaning by regularly forming a coding frame 

of classifications for the text (Schreier 2014, 170). In contrast to quantitative methods which depend 

on calculating words or concepts, qualitative text analysis is the method that analyses and interprets 

the content (Neal 2012, 3). Besides minimizing the data, the qualitative content analysis assists in 

highlighting specific parts of the content relevant to the thesis question. Mainly, that the text can be 

very huge but the it can be shorten depending on the researcher’s setting out of classifications 

amount. As the researcher can put a group of identified information under convenient categories to 

compare and connect the various aspects of the material (Schreier 2014). Yet, there are doubts 

about the level of accuracy and the impact of the researcher opinion in qualitative analysis research 

(Neal 2012, 7). But the systematic feature of qualitative content analysis fills the gap by obligating 

the researcher to check the material related to the topic question. As a result, the researcher will not 

be able to view the material from only one opinion. Furthermore, the regular coding of the material, 

and the requirement of repeating the coding more than once enhances the authenticity of the 

research outcomes. Moreover, Qualitative Content analysis is flexible and has a capacity for a mix 

of various notions and classifications (Schreier 2014). Schreier emphasises the importance of 

establishing a coding frame that consists of “selecting material; structuring and generating 

categories; defining categories; revising and expanding the frame” (Ibid., 175). 

For the analysis, the Deductive Category Assignment technique is choice, in order to explain 

the thesis material. The Deductive Category Assignment technique excerpts a specific structure 

from the text through setting up categories and takes them from the material regularly (Philipp 

2014, 95). Based on the literature review on ISIS policy towards minorities, especially the Yazidis 

minorities, the categories of the analysis are established. The procedure of the analysis is as follows: 

First comes the checking of the primary data in whole; then,  the materials are summed up by being 

classified into religious or ethnic groups; and finally comes the reviewing of small data, in order to 

explain and compare the written materials about (1) the groups, considered as the enemy and (2) 

what kind of rules enforces on women (Drisko & Maschi 2015, 16). 

In order to construct the coding frame of my thesis, the first section of the analysis focuses 

on classifying the material into major categories and subcategories (Schreier 2014). The three major 

categories are: (1) ISIS rules on/ treatment of the female enemy, (2) justifications for the rules on 

the female enemy and (3) the use of sexual violence as a war tactic against the female enemy. The 

subcategories that derive from the major category (rule on/treatment of) are: killing, imprisoning, 

signing peace agreement and enslaving as a type of sexual violence. Regarding the justification 

on/treatment of main category, the sub categories of the level of faith, difference of opinion and 
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gender are generated. Because of the large volume, the material is divided into segments, by means 

of distributing the ISIS rules on enemy in general (both male and females), according to their 

religious or ethnic roots. ISIS rule on the female enemy is also coded based on religious or ethnic 

roots. 

In the second section of the analysis, the use of sexual violence as a war tactic approach is 

applied to the categorization. The sub-categories produced from the text are measured based on the 

feminist approach of using sexual violence as a war tactic, which comprises of five elements :(1) 

feminization of enemy, (2) financing the war expenses, (3) attracting and paying the fighters, (4) 

employing military Institutionalized rape and (5) defending women as an excuse for war. 

 

4 The RULE ON THE FEMALE ENEMY  

In this chapter, the findings from my thorough examination of the primary materials are outlined. 

The examined materials include articles from the following Dabiq issues: 1st  , 2nd , 4th , 5th ,    10th, 

13th  and 15th  titled “ Khilafah declared” ,  “The widespread ignorance amongst the people”, “ The 

law of Allah or the Laws of men”, The Rafidah from Ibn Saba’ to the Dajjal”, “The reveal of 

slavery before the hour”, “The Fight against the PKK”, “Unifying the Ranks” , “The Allies of Al-

Qa’idah in Sham Part III” and “Breaking the cross.  . From the 2nd, 6th ,7th ,9th issue of Rumiyah, the 

analysed articles are, “Paths to victory” for Abu Hamzah AL- Muhajir”, “What they never told me” 

for Umm Musa al-Finlandiyyah”, “The ruling on the belligerent Christians” and “The 

Establishment of the Islamic State”. Last but not least, the article “Legal observations Paris attack” 

found in the 6th issue of the ISIS Arabic language magazine AnNaba is also analysed.  

In order to reach to the research goal and answer the research questions, I explore the ISIS 

enemies and how they are perceived by the group. In order to do so, I define the meaning of the 

enemy and civilians for ISIS, I explore the justification of the ISIS’s actions against their perceived 

enemies. I then analyse, how they divide their enemies into groups and under which criteria 

(depending on their religion or ethnicity). Last but not least, I outline which rules are set by the 

group according to the gender of their enemies. 

 

4.1 The Camp of Faith versus the Camp of Disbelief 

The first issue of Dabiq clearly describes ISIS’ perception of the enemy:  
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O Ummah of Islam, indeed the world today has been divided into two camps and two trenches, with no third 

camp present: The camp of Islam and faith, and the camp of kufr (disbelief) and hypocrisy – the camp of the 

Muslims and the mujahidin everywhere, and the camp of the Jews, the crusaders, their allies, and with them 

the rest of the nations and religions of kufr, all being led by America and Russia, and being mobilized by the 

Jews (Dabiq#1 2014, 10). 

ISIS divides the world into two distinct parts: the believers of ISIS and the infidels. The second 

issue of Dabiq explains the justification of the ISIS’s Takfiri16 ideology. This is done by directing 

the speech to those who disagree with their policy by applying verses of Quran related with Kuffar17 

and Mushrikīn18 to the contemporary Muslims. Many Muslims for the time being have committed 

various degrees of Shirk19 according to the article (Dabiq#2 2014, 10). The article validates their 

claims by using Hadith for the prophet states that the coming two or three generations after him will 

be the best Muslims. After that Muslims will commit a lot of sin, while lying, disloyalty and 

dishonesty will spread among them (Ibid., 11). Therefore, ISIS argues that it wants to save Islam by 

fighting any shape of infidelity, heresy and perversion (Ibid). 

A similar article appears in Rumiyah, written by, Abu Hamzah Al-Muhajir. According to the 

author, the world is divided into Muslims who called ‘The people of tawhid’or ‘muwahhidin’20,  

and the kafirin (Rumiyah#2 2016, 18). He adds that the war is solely based on a religious reason or 

the creed reason. Fundamentally, the war is always taking place between infidels and believers. 

Whether secularists, communists, Christians, or Jews, the enemies of Islam are the murtaddin21 and 

Kafirin. Abu Hamzah uses the expression kafir asli, which means “a kafir who was never Muslim 

and does not claim to be Muslim, like the Jews, Christians, Hindus, and Buddhists’’ (Ibid., 19). 

ISIS is very straightforward in its speech and makes no effort to hide its ideology. The world 

is divided into two categories; the representatives of the real Islam and those who do not follow 

them or agree with their ideology. The other side dubbed “camp of kufr (disbelief) and hypocrisy”, 

“the camp of the Jews”, “the crusaders, their allies”, is led by America and Russia”, “Mushrikīn”,” 

                                                           
 

16 Takfiri (in Arabic language) means excommunication, mistrusting somebody’s faith through accusing him of 

apostasy 

17 Kuffar or Kafirin (in Arabic language) plural of unbeliever or infidel, singular male Kafir, singular female Kafirah  

18 Mushrikīn (in Arabic language) plural of polytheist, singular is Mushrik 

19 Shirk (in Arabic language) means the act of polytheism 

20  Tawhid (in Arabic language) means monotheism, the only one God / Muwahhidin is the plural of monotheist, 

singular is Muwahid,   

21 Murtaddin (in Arabic language) plural of apostate, singular is Murtad   
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kafir asli” and “murtaddin”. The enemy can be anyone who disputes or has different beliefs than 

ISIS. The enemy’s belief is measured depending on ISIS opinion.  

ISIS classifies sins in a very vague way. They take advantage of this confusion to antagonize 

Muslims who disagree with their theories, as well as to combat against sects and minorities. Hence, 

ISIS can accuse anyone who does not support its policy of Shirk (polytheism) and thus justify their 

violence against other religious groups. Renouncing the enemy’s faith by using the ancient 

theological terms Mushrikin, Kuffar, murtaddin, constitutes a tool for legitimizing murder.  

ISIS embraces Takfiri ideology which is based on the idea that Muslims must obey the 

Shariah law in its entirety (Mainstream Muslim Scholars 2016, 9). Therefore, ISIS considers many 

Islamic groups such as the Sunni Islamist organization “The Muslim Brotherhood” as apostates and 

traitors of Islam, simply because they accepted to run for election, which is seen by extremists as a 

man-made code. Additionally, ISIS considered the action of rejecting their ideology a betrayal of 

Islam (Ibid., 9). 

The Takfiri ideology comprises an excuse for ISIS to eradicate other Muslims. ISIS admits 

that the act of killing a believer is an atrocious misdeed in Islam, and, therefore, it is forbidden 

(Ibid, 10). ISIS is notorious for its theological rhetoric; therefore, it employs artefacts such as the 

Quran verses and the Prophet Muhammad’s heritage in order to strengthen its claims. This is how 

they refute arguments that are based on the Quran and the Sunnah on banning of killing or 

excommunication of Muslims who reject their ideology. 

A defected ISIS member revealed that the organization has adopted the Takfiri approach as 

a pretext for war and as a media tool using to instigate their supporters (Kamel 2017). He explained 

that the ISIS, considers everyone to be a kafir for several reasons; including financing infidels in 

their war against Muslims, accepting civil law in the Islamic countries and participating in political 

processes (Ibid). Clearly, ISIS deliberately uses the Takfiri approach against specific groups or 

governments. The organization considers as an enemy any Islamic country that engages in military 

cooperation with Western countries against ISIS. ISIS regards exchanging the divine law with man-

made law in many Islamic countries kind of Kufr. For example, in the nineteenth-century many 

Islamic intellectuals advocated of modernizing the Islamic social and political structure (Werner 

2008, 28). Hence, some thinkers tried to legitimize their demands by interpreting some terms from 

Quran and Sunnah such as justice and equality, and connected them with the Western system (Ibid., 

28). Many Islamic countries reformed their political system by adopting the Western civil law 

including the constitution, the parliamentary system and the penal code (Ibid., 35). Islamic 
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fundamentalists rejected the modernization of Islamic law and considered it a result of Western 

imperialism (Ibid., 31). 

ISIS believes that war should be declared against Muslims who accept man-made laws and 

do not apply the Shariah law. In Dabiq they are described as follows: 

Some of them are those who reject the Sharī’ah or most of it like the secularists, modernists, and the Ikhwān. 

Amongst them are those who belittle it. They refer to the collection of zakāh and jizyah as “taxes,” the 

enslavement of mushrik women and taking them as concubines as “fornication,”the implementation of the 

hudūd as “foolishness,” the manifestation of enmity towards the tawāghīt and mushrikīn as “insanity,” and 

the execution of the hadd upon the apostate as a “crime (Dabiq#10 2015, 50-52) . 

The quotation shows that ISIS fights against modernization, wants to enforce the Shariah law, uses 

the Islamic expressions and undermines International law and human rights.  

According to Umm Musa al-Finlandiyyah- an author for ISIS propaganda- Islam is not a 

nationality; thus, many modern practices, such as accepting the notion of democracy, criticizing the 

Islamic law and practicing modern ‘man-made’ law - disallow it. She justifies the Islamic state’s 

practices:  

There is not a single enemy which the Islamic State is fighting that is free of kufr. Those factions that ISIS 

wages war against have committed at least one nullifier– and most have committed more than one – which is 

usually their supporting the kuffar against the Muslims, as well as their endeavour to replace the law of Allah 

with man-made legislation (Rumiyah#7 2017, 19). 

ISIS hostility is also aimed towards Muslims living in territories ISIS considers belong to 

the enemy, as these Muslim populations might be a target by ISIS attacks. ISIS was considered 

responsible for the 2017 Istanbul nightclub shootings, against Muslims that theoretically are not 

considered enemies of the Islamic State (Rumiyah#6 2017, 14). Through its propaganda, ISIS 

attempted to justify the killing based on the rationale that they and the enemy are indistinguishable. 

Indirectly, ISIS indicates that Muslims should avoid travelling to the enemy’s lands or to be part of 

their gathering spots or their activities. Furthermore, ISIS is determined to kill any enemies, even if 

they are using Muslims as human shields (Ibid., 14-15).   

Concerning civilians and unarmed populations, the fifth issue of Rumiyah magazine 

mentions that killing Kuffar females and children is a waste of money, except in specific situations 

where “killing those women and children who participate in the war against Muslims is not 

forbidden – but rather even necessary” (Rumiyah#5 2017, 6). Rumiyah’s article confirms the rule 

by using a Hadith that validates the agreement amongst the majority of Muslim scholars on killing 

Kuffar fighters regardless of their gender and age. According to the Hadith by Ibn Battal “The 
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majority agreed that women and children who fight are to be killed, and such is the opinion of 

Malik, al-Layth, Abu Hanifah, ath-Thawri, al-Awza’i, ash-Shafi’i, Ahmad, Ishaq, and Abu Thawr” 

(Ibid., 6-7). 

The topic of justifiably killing women and children is mentioned again in the 9th issue of the 

same magazine: “those who don’t normally carry weapons, such as women, children, the elderly, 

and the infirm, the default with them is that they are to be taken as slaves, not that they are to be 

killed.”(Rumiyah#9 2017 , 7). In the aftermath of the Paris Attack in November of 2015, Arabic 

language magazine for ISIS “Anaba”, highlights the point of the invalidity of the term civilians: 

“we don’t have any regulation determining the protection of civilians and the killing of the soldiers” 

in our legislation (Annaba 2015, 9). The author of the article claims that the idea of civilians is 

considered heresy. There is nothing mentioned about that in Quran or Sunna. Therefore, when it 

comes to infidels, they should be killed no matter what their position in the war is (Ibid). The article 

assures that everyone who lives in France whether Christian or Jew is anti-Islam and should be 

eradicated. The only exceptions are the Muslims who do not ally with the French government 

(Ibid). Furthermore, there are some exceptions during war, in connection with the killing of women 

and children; It is forbidden in the Quran and Sunna to kill them; however, if their death is an 

unintentional result of launch attacks -where fighters cannot distinguish women and men- it is 

exonerated. Moreover, killing is justifiable if they actively participate in war against Muslims, 

whether the participation is through field fighting, financing or expressing political opinion such 

engaging in polls or electing anti-Islam leaders (Ibid). 

Anaba contradicts Rumiyah, by rejects the term “civilians” (Annaba 2015, 9). For Rumiyah, 

civilians are “those who don’t normally carry weapons” (Rumiyah#9 2017, 7).  This includes 

women, children and old people. Killing them is permitted when they are mixed with fighters 

(Rumiyah#6 2017, 14). Unarmed people are protected only under one circumstance: Their 

enslavement, in exchange for their life (Rumiyah#9 2017, 7). 

 

4.2 The Mutual Violence between Religions  

In the fifteenth issue of Dabiq, the article entitled “Breaking the cross”, focuses on justifying the 

utilization of violence against enemies. Spreading God’s message is mentioned in all holy books. 

The article cites some parts of the Torah where Jews are urged to kill their enemies’ male 

population and enslave women and children. Yet if the enemies agree to sign peace agreement with 

Jews, they should serve the Jews (Dabiq#15 2016, 78). The article uses many excerpts from the 

bible too, employing them as a means of criticism against Christians who choose to obey the man-
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made legal system instead of God’s system (Ibid, 79-80). The article outlines for readers crimes 

committed by Christian populations against the Japanese, Vietnamese and indigenous Americans; It 

also argues that if these crimes were committed by ISIS fighters, they would kill the men; and-

enslave and impregnate the women. Unlike the Christians, they would not abolish the slavery, as it 

is allowed in Islam, serving as a source for manpower and economical revenue, as well as being 

method to convert slaves to Islam (Ibid, 80). 

The article aims to demonstrate that violence is a mutual reference between different 

religions. ISIS uses various quotations from Christianity and Judaism after being criticised 

internationally because of their atrocity. The text discusses the different evidence in a smart and 

convincing way. It poses the positive impact of slavery as a means of spreading Islam, increasing 

the number of Muslim populations and improving the economic conditions of the state through 

forced labour. ISIS is affected by criticism and aims to defend its ideology as rationally as possible. 

Their purpose is to protect their image as the utopian caliphate as well as to gain more supporters. 

At the same time, they want to prove to the world that Christianity and Judaism are not better or 

more peaceful religions than Islam. 

 

4.3 Christians  

The ninth issue of Rumiyah magazine, titled “The ruling on the belligerent Christians” highlights 

many major points of ISIS view on Christians.  The objective is to show how the rules of the Sharia 

Law apply on Egyptian Christians and justify their killing and bombing of churches by ISIS. The 

article states that “The default with regards to the blood of mushrikin is that it is permissible to 

shed”. It outlines a verse from Quran by Surah22Al-Tawba: 

And when the sacred months have passed, then kill the musrhikin wherever you find them and capture them 

and besiege them and sit in wait for them at every place of ambush. But if they should repent, establish 

prayer, and give zakah, let them [go] on their way. Indeed, Allah is Forgiving and Merciful (Rumiyah#9 

2017, 5). 

Additionally, the Sunnah of the prophet is utilised to strengthen the rule of killing Christians. The 

Prophet says, 

                                                           
 

22 Surah is a chapter of the Quran 
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I was commanded to fight the people until they say‘La ilaha illallah23,’ so whoever says ‘La ilaha illallah’ has 

protected from me his wealth and his life except by its right (i.e. by the right of ‘La ilaha illallah’) and his 

reckoning is upon Allah (Reported by al-Bukhari and Muslim) (Rumiyah#9 2017, 5). 

Quran and the prophet refer to Christians as Ahlu elkitab (people of the book) but the article 

refers to them as Mushrikin. The article argues that the focal rule on Mushrikin is killing them. 

Therefore, a Dhimmah24 contract or safety agreement between Mushrikin and Muslims should be 

signed. However, Mushrikin should be killed if they break the agreement or if the safety period 

expires. This applies on all the Christians of the Muslim lands. Consequently, they should sign a 

Dhimmah contract and pay the Jizyah25  to guarantee the protection of their life, wealth and honour. 

A violation for any items of the contract invalidates it and permits Muslims to kill the Mushrikin 

(Ibid.,5-6).  

ISIS considers the Egyptian Christians belligerent Kuffar which means “the one who is 

neither a dhimmi nor one who’s been granted security, regardless of whether he is a combatant or 

non-combatant, or whether he defames Islam or does not, or whether he transgresses against the 

blood, wealth, and honor of the Muslims or does not” (Ibid., 7). The reason behind such hostility is 

the fact that Egyptian Christians own weapons with the intention to fight Muslims.  Furthermore, 

the Egyptian Christians support the Egyptian government- an enemy of ISIS- by working in 

different governmental bodies, by violating and killing any Christian who converts to Islam and by 

using their religious men to slander Islam (Ibid). 

Basically, ISIS permits itself to declare war against the Egyptian Christians by calling them 

belligerent Kuffar, and therefore aiming to strip them from the right to be protected according to the 

Islamic principles. Dubbing Christians as belligerent Kuffar is an effective way to turn them into an 

enemy and to refute criticism from the Muslim community. 

A common pattern in the article is that “belligerent Christians in general, including the 

Christians of Misr (Egypt)” should be killed (Ibid.,7). This applies to combatants whether they fight 

with weapons or by providing advice. Killing does not apply to women, children, the elderly and 

                                                           
 

23 La ilaha illallah (in Arabic language) means literary “there is no god but one god”. It is the Shahada /testimony in 

Islam when someone declares his/her believing in one God. 

 

24 Dhimmah (in Arabic language) means reliability. The people of Dhimmah or Dhimmi are non-Muslims who live 

inside the Islamic territories and have safety agreement with Muslims. 

 

25 Jizyah is tax that paid by non- Muslim or people of Dhimmah who live in the Islamic state. 
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people with disability who are described as “those who don’t normally carry weapons” and “non-

combatant women and children from among the belligerent Christians” (Ibid.,7). 

The article clarifies that slavery is a rule that applies on these groups. They are not 

protected, and they can be killed accidently during the combat when it’s not easy to separate 

between combatants and non-combatants. Over and above, their blood will be shed if they become 

combatants or provide an advice. This argument is supported by a hadith26 by the prophet: 

Allah’s Messenger was asked about the children of the mushrikin who are raided at night and [as a result], 

they (i.e. the Muslims) strike their women and children [in the raid]. So, he said, ‘They are of them” 

(Reported by al-Bukhari and Muslim)” (Ibid.,7). 

Another rule on Christians war prisoners including young, old, male or female, is to keep them as 

an exchange for ISIS members who are imprisoned by the enemy (Ibid.,9). 

ISIS has the permission to enslave or detain Christian women who don’t carry weapons. 

Armed women should be killed. It is noteworthy that the text highlights another female category: 

“those of them who support the fighters with their opinion and counsel”. ISIS permits killing 

women who have the power to support enemy through guidance. This relates to female politicians, 

female leaders and anyone who has the ability to affect the masses such as journalists and writers. 

In fact, recent information concerning the enslavement of Christian women from the Iraqi town 

“Qaraqosh”, in 2014, reveal that many Christian women were turned into sexual slaves and were 

resold several times (The Week 2018). 

Finally, the article employs examples from the Sunnah and the Quran concerning the Jews 

populations; this indicates that ISIS might have a similar rule both on Christians and Jews. Indeed, 

ISIS talks about Mushrikin referring to people of the book which includes Christians and Jews. 

Therefore, the rule on Christian females applies to Jew females as well. 

 

4.4 Shia 

The Shiite sect is discussed in the ninth issue of Rumiyah in the third part of series entitled “The 

Establishment of the Islamic State” which was published in the previous issues of the same 

                                                           
 

26 Hadith (in Arabic language) means in Islam a combination of saying for the prophet Muhammad in topics related to 

daily life. It regards a salient reference for Muslim community. 
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magazine. The article debates Shia or the Twelver Rafidi27 history. According to ISIS, Shia’s roots 

are based on wrong standards as there is historical evidence renouncing their claims about being a 

branch of Islam (Rumiyah#9 2017, 37). Moreover, the magazine uses photos of Shia rituals in the 

Day of Ashura where flagellation is depicted. The photos commemorate the mourning of the death 

of Husayn the son of the prophet’s cousin Ali Ibn Abi Talib, Husayn’s family and his followers. 

Rumiyah argues that Shi’ism is heresy because its followers fake their principles and rejecting 

anything that did not suit their belief in the Quran and Sunnah (Ibid., 41).  

Shia is also discussed clearly in the thirteenth Issue of Dabiq. The article starts by quoting 

what Imam28  Ash-Sha’bī who considers Shiites: “the Jews of Islam” and claims that some Shiites 

are in fact Jews who hate Islam and aim to distort it. Moreover, he compares Jews and Shiites to 

validate the similarity. He adds that Jews have fabricated Shiism to ruin Islam (Dabiq#13 2016, 33).  

Comparing Shiites with Jews can be considered an astute political choice by ISIS. It creates 

associations with Israel - even though this is a secular state - and thus increases the hatred against 

Shiites amongst other Muslim groups. Particularly that the establishment of Israel and the political 

tension between Arab and Israelis have exacerbated the hostility until this moment. Moreover, Arab 

Muslims do not distinguish between Israel and Jews. Here we notice that ISIS is using its 

nationalism card in order to increase the hatred against Shia. 

Following the same logic, the issue of liberating Palestine from the Israeli occupation is an 

important artefact used by ISIS and is outlined in the second Issue of Dabiq. ISIS promises to take 

revenge for the death of Palestinians in Gaza by fighting all the enemies who block ISIS’ way to 

Palestine. ISIS has not lunched any attacks against Israel yet. Instead, its efforts are devoted to fight 

the so-called infidel administrations in the Middle East and the West as well as to combat against 

the different sects in their territories. 

ISIS looks at Shiite as murtaddīn (apostate). The article quotes al-Baghdādī: “The Rāfidah 

are a party of shirk and apostasy” (Dabiq#13 2016, 35). Furthermore, it uses many others quotes for 

different Imams to approve their point of view (Ibid). As mentioned before, ISIS follows the Takfiri 

approach; therefore, Ibn Taymiyyah is the main reference for their rules and principles. According 

to Ibn Taymiyyah 

                                                           
 

27 Twelver Rafidi or rejectors in English, is what Shiite Muslims are called by the fundamentalist Sunni Muslims 

because the former refuses the successors whom were appointed to rule after the prophet death. Shiites refused them 

and advocated the right of Ali Ibn Abi Talib (the prophet’s cousin) to be his legal successor.  

 
28 Imam means an Islamic worship leader  
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                 Whoever claims that some āyāt of the Qur’ān were deleted or hidden... then there is no difference of opinion 

on making takfir of him. Also, whoever claims that the Sahābah apostatize after Rasūlullāh except a very few 

who didn’t exceed a dozen, or that they mostly became fussāq (major sinners), then there is no doubt on 

making takfīr of him, because he has denied the praises of them that the Qur’ān dictated in several places 

(Ibid., 36).  

Many pages are dedicated to justifying why the Shiites are apostates, especially by focusing 

on the cursing of Sahabah (the companions of the prophet) and Aisha, the prophet’s wife, whom 

some Imams claims that Shia slandered her (Ibid., 37). Some Muslim moderate scholars and some 

Jihadi groups do not see the Shiites as apostates and deny their cursing to Sahabah, or excuse them 

because of their ignorance (Ibid., 37-38). ISIS questions Al-Qaida’s twisted belief in the Shiites 

being Muslims. Many quotes from the Al-Qaida’s leader Ayman Adh-Dhawāhirī are employed by 

ISIS to prove that Adh-Dhawāhirī prevents Sunnah from killing Shiites as long as the latter do not 

attack them. Adh-Dhawāhirī believes that, in times of war, Sunnah should defend themselves and 

kill Shiite fighters. It’s forbidden to express violence against non-fighters, families, home or holy 

places of Shia (Ibid., 39). 

The same accusation of twisted belief in the Shiites being Muslims, is directed to the 

Taliban who ISIS describes as the “domestic agents of the enemy” (Ibid., 39). The Taliban agree 

with Al-Qaida on condemning any attack against Shia. They regard any sects, who believe in God 

and the prophet Muhammad, as Muslims (Ibid., 39-40). ISIS employs the topic of the Murtad Shia 

to include Al-Qaida and the Taliban in their list of enemies. 

The article introduces two pages of Al- Zarqāwī plan of getting rid of Rafidah in Iraq. The 

plan is a repetition of what was mentioned before about why Shia should be killed. Moreover, Al-

Zarqawi regards shedding the blood of Shiites as compulsory duty. He states certain facts about the 

relation between Shia government and the American troops after the invasion of Iraq. Al- Zarqāwī 

argues that launching war against Shiites is part of fighting the American occupation of Iraq (Ibid., 

41-42).  

According to Al- Zarqāwī, one of the reasons for fighting Shiites is: “They took the 

Americans as allies, supported them, stood in their ranks in the face of the mujāhidīn, and sacrificed 

and continue to sacrifice for the Americans everything precious so as to end jihād and the 

mujahidin” (Ibid.,42). ISIS works on increasing the hatred against Shia by mentioning their 

relationship with USA, specifically the US support of Shia after the fall of Iraqi Sadam Hussien in 

2003.  As a result of America’s policy and involvement in the Middle East and other Muslim 

countries, it is very simple for ISIS to stir up sedition by making accusations of treason and 

cooperation with the biggest enemy represented by America.  
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It’s noticeable that the method of making accusations of treason is used by Ibn Taymiyyah 

who says, “Because they consider the Muslims29 to have worse kufr than the Jews and Christians, 

they take the enemies of the religion as their close allies, those whose enmity everyone knows of, 

like the Jews, Christians, and pagans” (Ibid., 44).  Ibn Taymiyyah uses examples of the Shiites 

betrayal of the Sunnis through cooperation with the Mongols to conquer Muslim territories. ISIS 

has given this argument a contemporary interpretation by connecting it to the Palestinian issue and 

claiming that Shiites were going to be key ally of the Jews if the latter established their state in Iraq 

instead of Palestine. This line of argument establishes the Shiites as supporters of an enemy of 

Islam (Ibid., 44).  

The Tabi’in30 narrator Talhah Ibn Musarrif, said: “The women of the Rāfidah are not to be 

married. The meat the Rāfidah slaughter should not be eaten. This is because they are a people of 

apostasy” (Ibid., 43). Many scholars in different periods such as Ibn Taymiyyah consider Shiites as 

Murtadd (apostates). Therefore, the judgment on them is not like the one on Kufar (infidels). On 

contrary, to the rule on Kufar, a Murtadd person can be killed even if he announces his regret. 

Additionally, he cannot pay the Jizyah or sign a peace contract with Muslims. Shiite males cannot 

be taken as slaves or be released for ransom or to be pardoned. However, they can be coerced into 

converting to Islam (Ibid., 43).  

The evidence proves that ISIS recognizes Shiites as Murtaddiin and as not Muslims. On the 

contrary, Shia are described as a heretic group who built their principles on a lie and used various 

methods to fake their standards through selective interpretation of Quran and Sunnah, while they 

refused any principle that refutes their claims. Additionally, they refused the prophet’s companions 

and insulted his wife Aisha (Ibid., 43-44).  

Specifying the gender in the article by giving a permission to kill Shiite males leads us to the 

conclusion that ISIS rule regarding Shiite females is predominantly one of enslavement or taking 

prisoners for ransom. ISIS sounds inconclusive concerning the rule on Shiite females in the 4th issue 

of Dabiq. The article titled “The revival of slavery before the hour” highlights the topic in terms of 

a disagreement between Muslim scholars on the enslavement of female apostates affiliated to sects 

such as Shia, Nusayriyyah, Duruz and Isma’iliyyah. According to ISIS, the majority of Islamic 

jurists agree that female apostates should be killed on the basis of hadith of narrator Sahīh al-

Bukhārī, “Kill whoever changes his religion” apostasy (Dabiq#4 2014, 15). Some jurists such as Ibn 

                                                           
 

29 Ibn Taymiyyah uses the word Muslims interchangeably with Sunnah 

30 Tabi’in means the first generation after the Prophet 
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Taymiyyah and the Hanafis31 permit the enslavement of female apostates because the prophet 

companions did so during the war against apostasy (Ibid). Hence, ISIS rule on apostates such as 

Shiite females appears ambiguous and can be interpreted depending on the situation. It gives the 

fighters two options, either to kill the Shiite female or enslave her.   

Going back to the 13th issue of Dabiq, the article concludes in its rule on Shiites by stating 

that: “the Rāfidah are mushrik apostates who must be killed wherever they are to be found, until no 

Rāfidī walks on the face of earth” (Dabiq#13 2016, 45). This conclusion embodies an explicit call 

for the mass murder of Shiite people regardless of gender. The mass murder shall continue until no 

Shiite person exists in this world. In a press interview, a Yazidi rape survivor, Amsha Ali Alyas, 

mentioned, that during their invasion of her village, that the Islamic State fighters gathered women 

into separate groups to check their sects. The fighters intended to kill all Shiite women because of 

their apostate status, while Yazidi women were asked to convert to Islam (Feldman 2014). 

 

4.5 Yazidis 

Yazidis are mentioned in the fourth issue of Dabiq as a “pagan minority” that worship Satan. Before 

invading Sinjar, the Islamic State aimed to establish the correct rule to apply to the Yazidi group. 

Thus, a group of Islamic law students were authorized to study the Yazidis roots to decide their 

status, either Mushrikin or Murtadin (Dabiq#4 2014, 14). 

After the investigation, the Islamic State decided to follow most Muslim scholar opinions 

that the Yazidis existed before Islam, were affected by the neighbouring Muslim culture but never 

converted to Islam. The text states: 

Accordingly, the Islamic State dealt with this group as the majority of fuqahā’ have indicated how mushrikīn 

should be dealt with. Unlike the Jews and Christians, there was no room for jizyah payment. Also, their 

women could be enslaved unlike female apostates who the majority of the fuqahā’ say cannot be enslaved 

and can only be given an ultimatum to repent or face the sword (Ibid.,15).  

The quotation is explained in a footnote which says: 

The enslavement of the apostate women belonging to apostate groups such as the rāfidah, nusayriyyah, 

durūz, and ismā’īliyyah is one that the fuqahā’ differ over. The majority of the scholars say that their women 

are not to be enslaved and only ordered to repent because of the hadīth, “Kill whoever changes his religion” 

[Sahīh al-Bukhārī]. But some of the scholars including Shaykhul-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah and the Ahnāf 

                                                           
 

31 One of the four schools of thoughts for Sunni Islam. 
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(Hanafis) say they may be enslaved due to the actions of the Companions during the Wars of Apostasy where 

they enslaved the apostate women. This opinion is one also supported by evidence, wallāhu a’lam (Ibid.,15).  

The article uses the footnote quotation to calrify that Yazidis should be treated, to some extent, like 

Mushrikin, but that Jizyah payment cannot be applied to them like Christians and Jews. 

Furthermore, the Yazidi women should be enslaved unlike apostate women who cannot be enslaved 

according to the majority of Muslim scholars. ISIS interpretation indicates that the Yazidis do not 

belong to the group of Mushrikin or Murtadin; therefore, they consider it appropriate to enslave 

Yazidi female while not giving any option for a peace agreement with them. ISIS wanted a legal 

justification to use Yazidi females as sexual slaves. Moreover, the quotation points out that apostate 

women should be killed according to the majority of the scholars but leaves the door open with the 

possibility of selecting the opinion of the minority that permits enslaving them. 

“The enslaved Yazidi families are now sold by the Islamic State soldiers as the mushrikīn 

were sold them by the Companions (radiyallāhu ‘anhum) before” (Ibid., p.15). The article provides 

instructions for the sale of the Yazidi slaves, and explains the share for each fighter. The fighters 

sell the slaves in the same way as the prophet companions did in the past. Clearly, the article is not 

simply outlining the scholarly discussion, but is legalizing slavery and making it more acceptable 

by using the companions of the prophet practice as an example. 

“Abū Hurayrah32 (radiyallāhu ‘anh) said while commenting on Allah’s words, {You are the 

best nation produced for mankind} [Āli ‘Imrān: 110], “You are the best people for people. You 

bring them with chains around their necks, until they enter Islam” [Sahīh al-Bukhāri]” (Ibid., 15). 

To make practice of slavery more sacred, a merged Hadith verse is used to give ISIS superiority 

over others. It gives them a permission to enslave and force Yazidi female to convert to Islam. 

Spreading Islam is another reason that ISIS uses to validate the practice slavery.   

The article connects slavery to the end of the world by narrating many opinions about 

female slavery. According to the prophet, one of the signs of the apocalypse is that: “the slave girl 

gives birth to her master” (Ibid., 15). ISIS believe that they are the true religion which aims to purge 

the world of evil, at the same time, they prepare for the end, by reminding people of the apocalypse, 

and the importance of female slavery as an indicator of the end.  

Different interpretations from different scholars are outlined in the article. ISIS preferred 

opinions for enslavement are discussed in detail. ISIS has accused the opponents of its 

                                                           
 

32  A prominent narrator and companion for the prophet Muhammad. 
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interpretation of being mistaken. For example, Ibn Hajar33 disagreed with the proposition that 

enslavement happened during the time of the prophet, and also noted that many slave girls gave 

birth to their master’s children, which did not result in the end of the world (Ibid., 16). ISIS 

disagrees with Ibn Hajar’s reasoning and explicates the scholar’s error on the basis that slavery was 

widespread during that era, so the scholars would not have known that Sharia law would fall apart, 

and slavery would be banned (Ibid., 16). Despite the disagreement amongst scholars concerning the 

true explanation of Hadith, until this moment, ISIS opts to accept the interpretation supportive of its 

own ideology and to prove to their followers the coming of apocalypse.  

On the other hand, the article suggests that the practice of slavery is part of the Islamic law, 

and rejecting it would be a kind of apostacy: 

one should remember that enslaving the families of the kuffār and taking their women as concubines is a 

firmly established aspect of the Sharī’ah that if one were to deny or mock, he would be denying or mocking 

the verses of the Qur’ān and the narrations of the Prophet (sallallāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam),and thereby 

apostatizing from Islam (Ibid., 17).  

ISIS sends a message to Muslim scholars who deny that slavery is an Islamic practice.      

Last but not least, ISIS attributes the spread of fāhishah /adultery to the banning of slavery. 

The article illustrates that the non-wealthy Muslim who cannot marry a free woman will drift into 

adultery, and the Muslim man who has a female servant can be seduced to commit infidelity. But if 

he has a female slave then having sex with her is legitimate (Ibid., 17). This point is very important 

and perhaps uncovers the real reason behind ISIS’s goal to revive slavery. It aims to regulate sexual 

intercourse for the fighters, even though, the practice contradicts Islamic principles. Slavery is 

employed here to give a kind of legality to the crime of rape. This point is discussed in detail, in the 

next chapter. 

 

4.6 Kurds 

Kurds are mentioned in the second issue of Dabiq magazine. The article starts with a description of 

the area where the Sunni Kurdish population reside in Iraq, Syria and Turkey. ISIS is in conflict 

with the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), established in the 1970s in Turkey, the Democratic 

Union Party (PYD), established in the 2000s in Syria, and their militia the People's Protection Units 

(YPG), and their equivalent the Peshmerga (Kurdish military forces) in Iraq. The article states that: 

                                                           
 

33 A Sunni Muslim scholar from the middle ages. 
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“The Islamic State did not hesitate to wage war against the communist murtaddīn of the PKK/YPG” 

(Dabiq#2 2014, 12). The PKK/YPG are labelled as communist apostates because of their 

communist ideology background. 

Nevertheless, in the 5th issue of Dabiq, ISIS clarifies that not all Kurds are considered 

enemies. In fact, more than 30 Kurdish villages in “Wilāyat Halab” pledged alliance to the Islamic 

State. ISIS calls them the “Kurdish Muslims” who support Islam financially and with troops in their 

fight against the infidels. According to ISIS, the war against the Kurds is not nationalistic based, but 

religious based. So, ISIS fights the unbelievers and those who have an alliance with the enemy, 

such as the West and Israel (Dabiq#5 2014, 12). 

The article gives further explanation of the strong relationship between Kurdish Muslims 

and ISIS: 

As for the Muslim Kurds, then they are our people and brothers wherever they may be. We spill our blood to 

save their blood. The Muslim Kurds in the ranks of the Islamic State are many. They are the toughest of 

fighters against the disbelievers amongst their people (Ibid., 12).  

For ISIS, any Muslim, who agrees with their ideology, and provides funding and military support, is 

one of them. ISIS members are ready to die in order to protect these allies. The Kurds are 

categorized as two groups: the Muslims and the infidel apostates. It is noteworthy that Kurdish 

females are not mentioned in the article; therefore, the rule of the apostate female applies to them. 

 

4.7 Druze and Nusayriyyah 

Dabiq magazine focused on Al-Qaidah policy and its principles in a series of articles published in 

different issues. ISIS criticizes the moderate policy of Islamist rebel groups towards minorities in 

Syria, for example, rebel groups who criticized their ally Al-Jawlani Front for killing approximately 

twenty Druze (Dabiq#10 2015, 7). Al-Jawlani showed his repentance in an interview by Al-Jazeera 

TV and promised not to hurt Durze after this, especially the villages that do not cooperate with the 

Al-Assad regime and do not fight the rebel groups. Here, Al-Jawlani is applying the present 

commander of al-Qaeda organization Dhawahri’s instructions for Jihadi34 Action, which lay out the 

rules on how to treat specific sects such as Shia, Ismā’īliyyah, Qādiyāniyyah, and to Sūfiyyah. 

Dhawahri _the present commander of al-Qaeda organization_ forbids fighting with these groups as 

long as they are peaceful and do not attack Sunnis. If these sects attack the Sunnis then the latter 
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should fight back, but only against the fighters. The rules ban attacking civilians, holy places and 

religious meetings.  Moreover, fighters should respect residents in the conquered regions by treating 

them kindly and preaching to them in a peaceful way (Ibid., 8). 

When asked about the religious groups Druze and Nusayriyyah (Alawites), Ibn Taymiyyah 

answers 

The Druze and the Nusayriyyah are kuffār according to the agreement of the Muslims. It is not permissible to 

eat what they slaughter nor marry their women. Rather, they cannot be acknowledged with jizyah, for they 

are apostates from the religion of Islam, not Muslims, nor Jews, nor Christians (Ibid., 8). 

He says, also: “They are worse in kufr than the extreme Shī’ah” additionally he adds that they are 

“worse in kufr than the Jews, the Christians, and the pagan Arabs” (Ibid., 9). Ibn Taymiyyah 

considers the Druze and Nusayriyyah sects as Kuffar(infidels) and worse than Shia. Therefore, 

Muslims should not build close relationships with them through marriage or by eating their food. 

Additionally, the Jizyah rule does not apply to them because they are apostates and not from Ahl al-

Kitab or ahl dhimmah (People of the book). Ibn Taymiyyah’s rule for both sects is a combination 

between infidelity and apostasy at the same time which is confusing because if the Druze were one 

day Muslims and denounce Islam then they should only be called apostates.  

Ibn Taymiyyah explains in more detail the rule for Druze: “they are from the most deviant 

kuffār” and “Their women can be taken as slaves and their property can be seized. They are 

apostate heretics whose repentance cannot be accepted. Rather they are to be killed wherever they 

are found” (Dabiq#10 2015, 9). Ibn Taymiyyah supports that Druze have a high level of infidelity, 

besides being apostates. Thus, they are not trustworthy and should not be forgiven. Additionally, 

Muslims cannot accept their penitence nor keep them alive. Their property should be confiscated, 

and their women enslaved. 

The article uses another opinion from Ibn Taymiyyah which contradicts a previous one 

regarding Druze penitence: 

If these people are overcome, they manifest repentance because the basis of their doctrine is taqiyyah35 and 

concealment of their condition. Amongst them are those who will be known and amongst them are those who 

might not become known. So, the best way to deal with them is to be cautious concerning their matter. They 

should not be allowed to remain together, nor should they be allowed to carry arms, nor should they be 

allowed to become from the soldiers (Ibid., 9). 

                                                           
 

35 It’s a term in Islam used to describe people who hide their faith to avoid being killed or harmed   
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ISIS argues that Druze sect practice taqiyyah and can hide their faith in order to save their lives. 

Therefore, Muslims can forgive Druze, but at the same time they should not trust them, nor hire 

them as fighters even if they show their regret. They should be kept under tight observation all the 

time. 

ISIS rule on Druze is full of contradictions. They call Druze both infidels and apostates. 

There is ambiguity, particularly as Ibn Taymiyyah’s opinion is that any truce with them must be 

rejected, and their expression of regret ignored. However, he then presents a conditional truce to 

accept their regret but to keep them under surveillance at all times. ISIS does not base its rule for 

Druze and Nusayriyyah on the opinion of ahl dhimmah, which subsequently prevents Muslims from 

making a peace agreement with them. ISIS believe that Muslims cannot marry Druze and 

Nusayriyyah women, but they have permission to enslave them in spite of being apostates and 

infidels.  

It is worth noting, that in 2015, the Druze decided to be impartial by not participating in the 

war against ISIS and by not allowing their men to join the Syrian military which is mandatory 

(Naylor 2015). ISIS explains that Muslims should fight the apostates on their land, even if they did 

not launch war against them, before fighting the belligerent infidels (Dabiq#10 2015). The point 

here, is that apostates like the Druze distort the religion and spread wrong principles. Therefore, it is 

important to fight them before fighting the external enemy. 

Despite the Druze impartial position, crimes against Druze women recently caught media 

attention. In July 2018, in the Syrian city of Sweida, ISIS slaughtered more than 200 people and 

kidnapped 36 women and children, mostly Druze. ISIS did not claim responsibility but sent the 

women’s photos to their families with threats to hurt them if the Syrian government did not cease its 

attacks on the insurgents-controlled area in Yarmouk Valley (Caldwell 2018). In the beginning of 

October 2018, ISIS killed one of the hostages and threatened to kill the remainder if the Syrian 

regime did not comply to their demands (Rose 2018). 
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Table 1: ISIS Rule on Religious Groups/Minorities/Ethnic Groups36 

Crime Religious 

group/Minorities/ethnic groups 

Rule on male Rule on female Exceptions 

Kufr/Infidelity 

(most deviant 

kuffār) 

Druze/Nusayriyyah Killing Slavery If Muslims accept their 

regret, then they should 

be put under 

surveillance because 

they are untrustworthy 

Ridda/Apostasy Shia/ Sunnah who disagrees with 

ISIS ideology such as Kurds 

 Killing male as he 

can’t be taken as a 

slave, free from 

prison for ransom or 

to be pardoned. 

 

Disagreement between 

killing and enslaving 

ISIS can force Males to 

convert again into Islam 

Shirk/polytheism 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.Christians/ Jews 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Killing except for 

non-combatant 

children and old 

people who can be 

enslaved or taken as 

war prisoners aiming 

to ransom them for 

the members of ISIS 

-Slavery or capturing 

as war prisoners to be 

ransomed for non-

combatant 

- Killing for 

combatant, lawyer, 

journalist, leader and 

anyone who provides 

counselling 

 

 

- Signing Dhimmah 

contract/ safety 

agreement 

- Females, kids and old 

people can be killed 

accidently when it’s not 

easy to separate between 

combatant and non-

combatant 

 

 

 

2.Yazidis 

 

ISIS does not 

illustrate a specific 

rule on males but on 

the ground males 

over 14 who didn’t 

accept to convert to 

Islam were killed. 

While the ones who 

compelled to convert 

were become 

prisoners and workers 

 

 

Slavery Signing Dhimmah 

contract can’t be applied 

on them like Christians 

and Jews 

                                                           
 

36 The Table has a brief explanation of ISIS rule on religious groups/Minorities/ethnic groups and their justifications. 

The information is taken from the Dabiq and Rumiyah where ISIS divide group according to their vision of Islam and 

their agreement with the organization’s view. ISIS uses the Takfiri ideology to form its rule on different groups. 

Additionally, the rule is divided on the basis of age, gender and their impact on the war. 
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5 UTILIZING SEXUAL VIOLENCE AS A WAR TACTIC IN ISIS 

POLICY 

This chapter, answers the second thesis question: How does ISIS propaganda legitimize the use of 

sexual violence against women as a war tactic? An investigation of the use of sexual violence as a 

war tactic by ISIS is done through analysis of selected articles from issues 4 and 9 of Dabiq, namely 

“The reveal of slavery before the hour”, “Slave-Girls or Prostitutes” and “Among the believers are 

men”; as well as articles from issues 1, 5, 8 and 12 of Rumiyah, titled, “The Kafir’s blood is halal 

for you, so shed”, “Collateral carnage”, “The wealth is Halal for you, so Take it” and “Important 

advice for the Mujahidin”. 

Furthermore, supporting evidence is examined from some external publications such as a 

booklet containing answers to “32 questions on captivity and how to deal with them” which was 

issued by the Islamic State's Committee of Research and Fatwas. Additionally, a video from the 

pro-ISIS media foundation Al-Batter, entitled “From the Freedom Women” is used. 

The feminist approach is applied to discuss the portrayal of sexual violence as a war tactic in 

ISIS propaganda. Therefore, the analysis is divided into five parts: In the first part, the feminization 

of the enemy is measured through: a) an analysis of “the Slave-Girls or Prostitutes” article to 

examine ISIS methods of interpreting the Quran and Sunnah to feminize slavery; b) highlighting 

sexual violence as a tool for harm. The second part includes an investigation of the use of sexual 

violence to finance the war expenses. The third part discusses the act of rewarding fighters as a 

method for analysing sexual violence as a war tactic. The fourth part explores the military 

Institutionalized rape. Finally, the fifth part measures the method of defending our women as an 

excuse for war. 
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Figure 1: The dimensions of feminist approach for sexual violence as a war tactic 

 

5.1 Feminization of the Enemy 

5.1.1 Feminizing the Concept of Slavery to Employ it in Sexual Violence against Women 

In the ninth issue of Dabiq, Umm Sumayyah Al-Muhajirah devotes an article of five pages to 

advocate the practice of female slavery. The article starts with the most well-known Muslim verse 

which gives permission to polygamy and slavery: 

And if you fear that you will not deal justly with the orphan girls, then marry those that please you of [other] 

women, two or three or four. But if you fear that you will not be just, then [marry only] one or those your 

right hand possesses.37 That is more suitable that you may not incline [to injustice] [An-Nisā’: 3] (Dabiq#9 

2015, 44). 

It is followed by many verses and prophetic Sunnah that praise slavery and give permission for a 

Muslim man to have sex with his slave. The man who does not have money to find a wife can have 

sex with his female slave. Verse 32 from An-Nūr chapter states: “If they should be poor, Allah will 

enrich them from his bounty” (Ibid., 44). The article explains that having sex with a slave is not a 

sin or adultery, pursuant to verses 5-6 of Al-Mu’minūn chapter: “And they who guard their private 

                                                           
 

37 The right hand’s possession or mulk al-yamīn in Arabic means slaves whether they are males or females  
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parts, except from their wives or those their right hands possess, for indeed, they will not be 

blamed” (Ibid., 44).  

 ISIS defines the right hand’s possession as “the female captives who were separated from 

their husbands by enslavement. They became lawful for the one who ends up possessing them even 

without pronouncement of divorce by their harbī husbands” (Ibid., 44). This definition is confined 

to female slavery by ISIS, while in the Arabic language it includes both females and males. The 

right hand’s possession means “the captives of war who were non-Muslim and were not free but put 

under the care and maintenance of the Muslims warriors” (Afroz 2000, 101). 

The article contains all the verses and the prophet’s saying that focus solely on females, 

which means that ISIS feminize the concept of slavery in their propaganda for their own interest. In 

the early days of ISIS, its fighters kept a few Yazidi male slaves, who were compelled to convert to 

Islam, and were used as forced labour, while hundreds were killed. The Yazidis male slaves did 

different tasks such as construction work, cleaning and livestock farming (OHCHR 2016, 9). 

Interpretation of ISIS ideology shows that female slaves are considered more useful than the male 

slaves because of their value as a reward for fighters who could not afford to marry. In order to 

avoid criticism for their twisted interpretation of the Quran, ISIS explains in the article that any 

married captive is automatically divorced, from the moment of capture. It is not a sin to have sex 

with the female captive, according to a Hadith from the Tabi`I scholar Sa’īd ibn Jubayr who states: 

“Approaching any married woman is fornication, except for a woman who has been enslaved” 

(Dabiq#9 2015, 44). 

Umm Sumayyah Al-Muhajirah aims to justify slavery and to prove that practicing it, is not 

adultery or rape. Her speech includes a threat to the enemy to show them how ISIS invades many 

areas, kills the men and enslaves their women and children. Umm Sumayyah expresses her shock at 

Muslims who criticize enslavement and deny its connection with Islam. She is surprised that the 

people who are supposed to be Muslims regard enslavement as a practice of rape: “After all this, 

saby becomes fornication and tasarrī (taking a slave-girl as a concubine) becomes rape?” (Ibid., 45). 

Then Umm Sumayyah reveals that the purpose of enslaving the women of the enemy is to 

disgrace them “we did not humiliate them, but it was Allah who did so at the hands of his truthful 

slaves who did not wish for anything except for Allah’s word to be supreme and the kuffār’s words 

to be lowest” (Ibid., 45). In another discussion she adds: “I and those with me at home prostrated to 

Allah in gratitude on the day the first slave-girl entered our home. Yes, we thanked our Lord for 

having let us live to the day we saw kufr humiliated and its banner destroyed” (Ibid., 47). 
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Another objective of slavery is to increase the number of Muslims. As Umm Sumayyah 

mentions, many female slaves become pregnant and she narrates many stories about the prophet 

Abrahim and Mohammed who had children from their concubines (Ibid., 47). She further explains 

that many slaves who have become Muslims are grateful for their new lives. Moreover, she tries to 

show that Shariah calls Muslims to treat slaves in a friendly manner and to liberate them from 

infidelity. Umm Sumayyah denies all claims made by female slaves who run away from the Islamic 

State and shared their stories, and accuses them of lying (Ibid., 48). In spite of the clear ideology of 

ISIS concerning slavery, but they are trying here to improve their image and accuse the female 

captive of distorting their reputation. 

Umm Summayyah refuses to accept the notion of male desire for sexual pleasure as a key 

driver behind the practice of slavery “So whoever thinks that the ultimate aim of saby is pleasure, 

then he is a mistaken ignoramus” (Ibid., 48). Instead, she views enslavement as a kind of salvation 

and a purging; otherwise, she insists that Islam should not order Muslims to treat their female slaves 

well. Yet using the expression “the ultimate aim of saby” or enslavement does not refute the fact 

that sexual pleasure is one of ISIS goals but not the only one (Ibid).  

Similarly, the article rejects the accusation that female slaves are forced into prostitution, 

because enslaving females is a divine order (Ibid., 48). She says: “Enslavement is in opposition to 

human rights and copulation is rape? What is wrong with you?” (Ibid., 48). Umm Summayyah 

questions how the world can accuse ISIS of violating human rights, and how scholars can object to 

their practice of the Shariah, while allowing prostitutes to move freely and to publicly commit sin 

by selling their bodies. She concludes her writings by accusing anyone who rejects slavery with 

infidelity and promising to sell Michelle Obama on a low price (Ibid., 48-49). The author’s aim of 

mentioning Michelle Obama is to humiliate the US and to intimidate them by saying that ISIS will 

defeat them and enslave their women. 

Female members of the Islamic State played an important role in spreading ISIS’s ideology 

and applying it on the ground. For example, the female police in the Islamic State called the 

“Khanssaa Brigade”, were responsible for all on any violations committed by females, such as not 

wearing the Islamic uniform. As well as regulating the submission of women, the Khanssaa Brigade 

regulated female slavery (Ispahani & Shea 2015). Not surprisingly, some female propagandists like 

Umm Sumayyah called for more abuse and subjugation of women, particularly that women listen 

more to women than men. Um Sumayyah refutes opposing Muslim voices that regard enslavement 

as cover up for rape. She passionately defends the idea of divine slavery and idealises the concept 

when she talks about the good conditions experienced by the female slaves including pregnancy, 
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gaining the honour of converting to Islam and marrying the state’s fighters. Apart from the typical 

role of women that ISIS reinforces, the state takes advantage of female voices in their propaganda 

to legitimise female abuse and to hide the ugly truth of female slavery.  

 

5.1.2 Sexual Violence as a Tool of Harm  

In an interview Anjem Choudary, an Islamic State supporter and former member of the outlawed 

Islamist organization “Al Muhajiroun” in Britain, explained how the Islamic State should apply its 

global policy through war. Choudary stressed the importance of intimidating the enemy by 

employing different atrocious acts like enslaving women and children, as they effectively speed up 

the triumph and expand the state (Wood 2015). 

ISIS believes that Muslim fighters should kill all Mushrikin whether they fight or not. This 

includes ordinary people such as entrepreneurs, workers, old people, religious men and people with 

disabilities. The Muslim scholar Ash-Shafi outlines the exemptions to killing females and children 

of Kuffar “the restriction exists so that they can become slaves, which is more beneficial than 

killing them, and killing them does not harm the enemy; so, making them slaves is more optimal 

than killing them” (Rumiyah#1 2016, 35). 

ISIS’ aim to keep females and children alive is obviously there to damage the enemy by 

enslaving them. The failure of the male fighters to protect their land and their nation, brings 

discredit upon the government and the administration. At the same time, enslaving women and 

children scares the enemy, and especially, the minorities and the ethnic groups who do not have the 

military power to resist ISIS. Therefore, reading about ISIS policy or learning about what is 

happening to other groups in other areas under ISIS control pushes to surrender rather than risk 

being humiliated. Hence, ISIS saves time, by avoiding costly combat losses.  

Goldstein points out that during war, men’ control over women increases. He postulates that 

targeting females is a method to feminize the enemy and acts as a symbolic domination (Goldstein 

2001, 332). This assumption is based on the fact that the winners of war insult their enemies by 

treating them as females, because fighters are raised to view femininity as weakness and submission 

(Ibid., 356). Historically, many methods have been used to feminize the enemy such as enslaving 

females, castrating, raping or killing males, and insulting them by calling them unmanly (Ibid., 356- 

360). Revenge can be a reason for rape as the rapist aims to demean the enemy by dishonouring the 

women who are supposed to be protected by their men. In other words, rape is a way of proving 

power over the enemy (Ibid., 362-363). Rape is not about sexual motivation and can be effectively 
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used as a tool for harm (Ibid., 363). During World War I, a French poet wrote a poem threat to the 

Germans “Germans, we shall possess your daughters” (Ibid., 363). Serbian soldiers used rape to 

commit ethnic cleansing against Bosnians, to terrorize the residents and to evacuate a specific area. 

It is estimated that between 20,000-50,000 women were raped during that war (Ibid). The Chaos 

and fragility of social standards during war contribute to the spread of different types of violations, 

including rape. Even if the fighter does not want to participate in rape crime, the fear of being 

regarded as an outsider will push him to follow the herd (Ibid., 364- 365). 

In the same vein, Sjoberg considers rape during war the prominent war tactic because of its 

efficiency in showing control over the opponent. According to the author, it is advantageous to 

consider rape as a war tactic, regardless of whether the rape is planned or unplanned.  Rape during 

conflicts is predominantly employed deliberately as a tactic, while it can be an output of civilian 

victimization which supports targeting opponent’s females (Sjoberg 2013, 218-221) Sjoberg states: 

Women’s raped bodies is theses interactions are not violated humans or injured people but tablets for sending 

messages to the men who witness and cannot prevent the violation and injury. War rape as a tactic then 

subordinates the material existence of women and/or then feminine to the symbolic communication of men 

and/or the masculine (Ibid., 222). 

Besides the symbolic meaning of raping women who represent the nation and land, the act includes 

coercive impregnation that aims to spoil a specific ethnic group (Ibid). 

In addition to the idea of feminizing the enemy and showing them their failure to protect 

their own women, ISIS fighters know what kind of society they deal with, particularly in the mater 

related to the position of women as the keeper of the family’s honour. Therefore, rape brings social 

stigma to the victims and their family, especially in patriarchal conservative societies. In these kinds 

of societies, where women suffer from gender inequality and harmful traditions, rape affects the 

targeted society, ruins the victims’ lives and destroys the reputation of families. For example, one 

ISIS fighter coerced his victim in Iraq to contact her family and to tell them what he did to her 

(Malik 2017, 29).  

A report of the Secretary General on sexual violence during conflict states that: 

Survivors risk being twice traumatized: first by the action of the perpetrator, then again by the reaction of 

society and the State, which is often unresponsive or even punitive and discriminatory. Shame and stigma are 

integral to the logic of sexual violence being employed as a tactic of war or terrorism: aggressors understand 

that this type of crime can turn victims into outcasts, thus unravelling the family and kinship ties that hold 

communities together (UN Security Council 2017, 4).  
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In fact, ISIS was established in Syria and Iraq where discrimination and violence against women 

has been a long-lived problem in different aspects of life including social, political and legal. 

Furthermore, the area was unstable and had been going through war over a long period which 

contributed to increasing the gender gap. 

The victims of sexual violence face many difficulties. Instead of getting support from family 

members, survivors in these societies are denigrated and blamed for the rape. Victims face isolation, 

physical and psychological violence, honour killing attempts and forced marriage. Furthermore, law 

enforcement officers and the community contribute to increasing the victims’ hardships (Davis 

2016, 30-31). For example, discriminations against females in Iraq were aggravated in 2003 after 

the American invasion (Ibid., 33). The chaos and collapse of the security system led to widespread 

kidnaping, sexual abuse and human trafficking. This resulted in the, setting additional social 

restrictions on women which further affected women’s freedom of movement, freedom of clothing, 

and resulted in an increasing number of girls dropping out of school (Ibid., 33-34).  

In general, most Iraqi women do not file rape cases because going public ruins their family’s 

reputation. Moreover, law enforcement officers do not have experience handling rape crimes and 

are not supportive toward the victims. To make matters worse, the Iraqi penal code releases the 

criminal if he offers to marry his victim. Usually, the family of the rape victim will accept the 

marriage to avoid social shaming, even if the marriage is detrimental to the victim’s wellbeing 

(Ibid., 38-39).  

According to a local women’s rights organization in Iraq, inhabitants in a refugee camp 

close to Karbala city asked the Iraqi administration to launch a military strike on locations where 

ISIS fighters kept kidnapped women because they believed that killing the women was better than 

acknowledging rape, and protected the reputation of the family (Ibid., 45). 

Not surprisingly, Yazidi and Turkmen survivors of ISIS sexual slavery were seized in 

separate camps because they were afraid of the social shaming if they went back to their 

community, while Turkmen survivors were told that they are unwelcome by their families. 

Furthermore, many Yazidi, Turkmen and Shiite rape victims gave up their children born out of ISIS 

rape to get rid of stigmatization (The-associated-press 2018).    

There is no single story about raping or castrating males by ISIS fighters. ISIS war crimes 

against its enemies reveal its policy to feminize the enemy by such means as killing enemy males, 

committing sexual violence and enslaving enemy females. 
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5.2 Using Sexual Violence to Finance the War Expenses  

Banning the killing of the women and children of Mushrikin is explained again in the fifth issue of 

Rumiyah. The article includes a story of the prophet who condemned the killing of women and 

children after an attack against the Mushrikin. The article supports the opinion of the Muslim 

theologian Ash-Shafi’I that enslaving women and kids is more useful to Muslims than killing them. 

The discussion quotes a hadith from the prophet “Allah dislikes that you do three things: gossiping, 

excessive questioning, and wasting wealth”. Hence, the article explains that killing women and 

children of Mushrikin is part of the wealth misusing (Rumiyah#5 2017, 6). 

The hadith mentioned above is card stacking. ISIS tries to justify slavery by taking examples 

from the prophet, and from theologians and gathering them in a rational, organized way. Moreover, 

the article translates “wasting wealth” into wasting women and children by killing them. In other 

words, ISIS wants its fighters to look at women and children as a wealth that should not be wasted 

but should be invested in a useful way such as enslavement. 

In his report, “Trafficking Terror: How Modern Slavery and Sexual Violence Fund 

Terrorism”, Malik describes that a nexus between terrorism, crime and human trafficking, 

especially, with regard to how terrorist organizations employ different illegal methods to gain 

money like “money laundering, migrant smuggling, heroin and firearms trafficking, organised 

property crime and trafficking in human beings” (Malik 2017, 38). 

In 2014, it was estimated that ISIS was the wealthiest terror organization with a budget of $2 

billion (Charles B 2014). Unlike other terrorist organizations, ISIS is self-sufficient with diverse 

means of access to funding, therefore international powers could not stop its financial networks 

(Swanson 2015). ISIS is not an ordinary terrorist group, and it has succeeded in occupying a lot of 

land and in declaring a state. The state manages different institutions such as health centres, schools, 

judiciary authority, fighters, salaries and weapons (Ibid). The Islamic state finances itself through 

many sources. Oil and antiquities trading, taxes and extortion are the main sources (Ibid). Along 

with its financial independency, it has been reported that between 2013-2014, ISIS obtained more 

than $40 million from rich Sunnis in the Gulf countries to protect themselves from the Iran threat 

(Ibid). Human trafficking flourishes in the Islamic State through the trade of female sex slaves, 

especially Yazidis and Shia-Turkoman (Ibid). 

The religious female police “Al-Khanssaa”, who are responsible for applying the Sharia 

principles and punishing females who broke the principles in the area under ISIS control, has 

contributed to the thriving human trafficking (Charles B 2014). Punishments handed out by the Al-

Khanssaa include coercing females into sexual slavery by taking them to areas full of ISIS fighters 
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and giving them as presents. Other females are placed into ISIS brothels and are traded in public 

slave markets for various prices ranging between $10 and $150 (Ibid).  

After selling female salves multiple times, ISIS has multiple times agreed to sell back some 

enslaved females to their families. UN reports that ISIS asks around $30,000 in ransom 

(Lajka&Oakford 2015). ISIS does not consider Yazidis to be prisoners, but slaves that can be sold. 

Thus, the deals involving the sale of the Yazidis captivates is done through mediators inside the 

Islamic state, with minimal prices if the buyer is not represented by the Yazidis families or the 

Kurdish Government (Ibid). Some Iraqis have tried to benefit from this situation by doing private 

deals outside the official circles. According to the Turkish publication Hurriyet Daily News, the 

Kurdish administration has paid from $1000 to $10,000 to release some Yazidis (Ibid). 

In 2014, the Kurdish government spent $1.5 million to buy 234 Yazidis through a middle-

man; but it remains uncertain whether ISIS has financially benefited from this operation or not, as 

in some instances the money was spent in guaranteeing safe passage (Malik 2017, 40-41). The 

Kurdish administration assumes that some intermediaries cooperated with ISIS directly, while 

others made deals through a third party who organized the escape of the captives (Ibid., 42) 

Some NGOs have tried to protect minorities inside the Islamic state, by buying them back. 

For example, in June 2015, Canadian activist Steve Maman established The Liberation of Christian 

and Yazidi Children of Iraq organization (CYCI) to save victims of ISIS (Rubin & Wolf 2015).  

Maman set up a GoFundMe campaign to liberate Christian and Yazidis captives, but the campaign 

was stopped because it supported the idea of human trafficking in contradiction to the Canadian 

anti-terrorism law. Maman believed that it was not a violation of the law to pay $2,000 to $3,000 to 

liberate women. He argued that this amount of money cannot be regarded as a real donation for an 

organization, like ISIS, that runs a budget of billions of dollars (Ibid). 

Nevertheless, ISIS does not apply “avoiding the waste of wealth” interpretation all the time. 

There are exceptions listed in the same article in issue five of Rumiyah, to justify ISIS rule 

concerning the duty to kill women and children if they fight Muslims directly or indirectly. ISIS’ 

argument relies on the example of the prophet who killed a female enemy fighter, the Jewish 

woman who killed one of the prophet’s companions (Rumiyah#5 2017, 7). Another example used 

by ISIS, is of the prophet who instructed the killing of two female singers with their master in the 
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Day of al-Fath38 because they backed Kufar up through singing (Ibid). ISIS connects these previous 

examples to similar modern examples such as the participation of women in gatherings, media or 

active sponsorship of the war against Muslims (Ibid). According to ISIS logic, if the Muslim 

warrior could not recognize the women and children from the males then accidents cannot be 

avoided. The terms “military” and “civilian” are mentioned at the end of the article which concludes 

by encouraging fighters to attack the gathering of the enemy even if women and children are part of 

it (Ibid). 

 

5.3 Method to attract and pay the fighters 

ISIS reinforces the notion of rewarding its fighting men by legitimising the ancient practice of 

looting the enemy’s property.  The Ghanimah39 idea is explained in Rumiyah which quotes the 

Hadith for the prophet Muhammad permitting Muslims to take the wealth of their enemy: 

I have been commanded to fight all people until they testify that there is nothing worthy of worship except 

Allah and that I am the Messenger of Allah, establish the prayer, and pay the zakah. If they do that, then they 

have guarded their blood and their wealth from me except by the right of Islam; and their account is upon 

Allah (Rumiyah#8 2017, 13) 

Rumiyah quotes verse 69 from the Quran, specifically the Al-anfal part which says “So consume 

from what you have taken of ghanimah, as it is halal and good” (Ibid).The discussion concludes 

with a pray that reveals how ISIS sees women as objects “May Allah, the Most Generous, make the 

kuffar’s wealth, weapons, women, and children ghanimah for those who strive for His cause” 

(Ibid.,15).  

ISIS does not consider the females of the enemy as human beings with a free will. On the 

contrary, ISIS ideology strips them off their humanity and recognises them as part of the enemy 

wealth that should be taken. ISIS encourages its fighters to loot the enemy’s wealth in addition to 

enslaving their women and children. It gives instruction on how the fighter gets his portion from the 

plunder and defines the specific amount payable to the Islamic State (Ibid., 14). The principle here 

is based on the prize or the bonus which the fighter gets after every victory (Ibid). ISIS promotes 

these earthly rewards received by their fighters after victorious combat. It shows that ISIS fighters 

                                                           
 

38 Day of al-Fath indicates to the occasion when the prophet and his followers defeated the tribe of Quraysh in Mecca 

city and combined it to the Islamic State. 

 

39 Ghanimah means plunder in Islam.  
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do not just receive financial prizes but can also claim a human prize. The fighter is free to do 

whatever he wants with them like selling, using them as slave labour or turning them into sexual 

slaves. 

According to Malik, some British foreign fighters with a record of sexual assaults and 

family violence were attracted by the rhetoric of rape in ISIS propaganda and the prospect of 

engaging in the practice of slavery on the ground (Malik 2017, 23). Many fighters came from 

Muslim traditional communities that forbid cohabitation. Thus, many of the men, with sexual 

violence records, have participated in the raping and promoting human trafficking of minorities in 

the Islamic State controlled territory (Ibid). ISIS has enticed many fighters with the promise of 

remuneration in the form of female slaves. In addition, ISIS policy supports the fighters financially 

by paying them for any extra female captive they enslave and impregnate (Ibid). 

Meger supports that there is a relationship between gender identity and committing sexual 

violence during conflict. Sexual violence can be illustrated as a way for males to express influence 

(Meger 2016, 42). Society reinforces masculinity through pushing men to enrol into the military and 

by expecting them to support their family financially (Ibid). According to Cockburn (as sited in 

Meger 2016, 42), “boys learn that their bodies are weapons—fists, boots, and eventually the penis, 

are instruments through which to impose their will”. In general, there is a societal expectation of 

men to be the breadwinners. But the international impacts on economy and politics have contributed 

in changing gender roles inside some families (Ibid., 43). Many men find their masculinity through 

engaging in military work, while others who cannot find jobs to support their families, follow 

unlawful routes to keep their image as breadwinners. Getting weapons and committing sexual 

violence for some men is a way of expressing their disappointment in international changes, in 

addition of nurturing their manliness (Ibid., 43). 

What makes people who live in a peaceful country join the Islamic State, leave their parents 

behind, give up their friends, jobs, educations and memories? Many studies focus on the powerful 

ISIS propaganda and its apocalyptic rhetoric that acts as a magnet for foreign fighters. The 

economic situation has played a role in convincing the foreign fighters to leave Europe specifically. 

A report on the reasons behind Foreign Terrorist Fighters joining the Islamic State, produced by the 

United Nations Centre for Counter-Terrorism (UNCCT), found out that the majority of foreign 

fighters in the sample had low wages, and poor education. The report discovered that the foreign 

fighters had few financial and educational sources in the country they come from (El-Said & Barrett 

2017, 30-31). In fact, nearly all the participants denied financial gain to be to the reason for joining 

ISIS, while ten interviewees acknowledged that ISIS gave them a monthly wage. Respondents up to 
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35 years old in the sample had various motivations for joining the Islamic State. The more educated 

individuals wanted to take up civilian roles to help build the state. The older more educated 

individuals not only did they have religious goal, but also economic ambitions (Ibid., 37). 

Meger has a different opinion related to the connection between sexual violence and 

economic benefit. She looks at sexual violence as a war tactic from an economic point of view by 

focusing on conflict that is organized to achieve economic profits such as seeking control of the 

natural wealth of the country (Meger 2016, 95). The author believes that economic and intrastate 

wars happen more often in low to middle-income countries with fragile systems. It such 

circumstances it is easy for the non-state armed groups to subsidise their activities by exploiting the 

national natural wealth (Ibid., 96). At the same time these armed groups who use different illegal 

routes to gain money do not mind victimizing the civilians sexually in order to evacuate the land, or 

to push the locals to work in the underground economy (Ibid., 98-99). Sexual violence as a war 

tactic helps to break families, feminize the men who are supposed to protect the women, and to 

make the civilians feel desperate. In this situation, the anguished society members have two options: 

either to leave the land or obey the armed group and let them use the natural wealth and build the 

black market (Ibid., 100). 

ISIS was not just established because the group wanted to control the country’s wealth, but 

it is important to consider that politics and economic gains are connected. Furthermore, ISIS 

members consist of marginalized Iraqi Sunnis who suffered from injustice and poverty after the US 

invasion of Iraq. Additionally, ISIS found allies in Syria where people were also tired of the Al-

Assad regime and its long-term oppression of its people and numerous human rights violations. 

Thus, ISIS established a powerful group, whilst also implementing a smart method to engage and 

recruit marginalised fighters from all over the world in response to its call to build an idealist 

Islamic society. In conclusion, frustration, poverty and grievance pushed many people to search for 

an alternative to their conditions and to start a new life.  

 

5.4 Military Institutionalized Rape  

ISIS maintains that many Muslim theologians agree that banning slavery led to the expansion of 

adultery: “the desertion of slavery had led to an increase in fāhishah (adultery, fornication,etc.), 

because the shar’ī alternative to marriage is not available, so a man who cannot afford marriage to a 

free woman finds himself surrounded by temptation towards sin” (Dabiq#4 2014, 17). The article 

suggests that a Muslim who does not have money to marry a free woman will drift into adultery and 

concludes with a brief statement of ISIS’ aim of bring back slavery in contradiction of the global 
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ban. ISIS wants to regulate sexual intercourse for its fighters. The practice contradicts the Islamic 

principles of not having sex outside marriage. Therefore, slavery is employed here to give validity 

to rape.  

After the enslaved Yazidi women caught media attention, the Islamic State's Committee of 

Research and Fatwas produced a booklet containing answers to 32 questions about captivity and 

how to deal with captives, starting with the definition of captivity and, concluding with fatwas on 

regulations for sexual intercourse with female slaves. The booklet explains in detail what the 

relationship entails, including permission to enslave non-Muslim females with reference to 

Christians and Jews. It is also recommended that non-Muslims be treated as slaves. The booklet 

includes some other fatwas, such as the enslaving of apostate women who were born Muslim and 

changed their religion.  The booklet defines Captivity, as "what the Muslims took from the women 

of the war," and adds that “infidelity authorizes captivity” (Islamic State's Committee of Research 

and Fatwas 2014).  

The document answers an important question on the acceptability of enslaving all Kafir/ 

infidel females. The response points out that there is no dispute among scholars regarding the 

permissibility of enslaving kafirat/ infidel females including the kafir asli, people of the book and 

pagans. But scholars disagree about enslaving the females of apostates, with the majority agreeing 

that it is not permissible, and only some scholars decided that its permissible. The document states 

that “its most likely to take majority opinion in this situation and God only knows” (Ibid). It seems 

that ISIS is still hesitant about the enslavement of apostates, therefore, has decided to support the 

majority’s opinion that refuses enslaving the females of apostates; however, the use of the phrase 

“most likely” shows that ISIS does not confirm the rule and wants to leave the door open for other 

interpretations. 

The booklet strips the female enemies off their humanity by considering them as objects. 

They can be sold, bought and distributed between the heirs when the Master dies. Moreover, 

physical violence is allowed against slaves without hitting their faces because Islam forbids 

slapping the face. With regards to sexual intercourse, the booklet states that the master can have sex 

with his female slave immediately after her capture if she is a virgin. If the female slave is not a 

virgin, then he should wait till after she menstruates. Additionally, it is forbidden for the master to 

have sex with two sisters (Ibid).    

In 2015, ISIS issued Fatwa/ legal opinions No. 64 providing more details about sexual 

intercourse between the master and his captive. The fatwa was issued because some ISIS fighters 

abused the Islamic law by mistreating their captives. For instance, the fatwa states that it is not 
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allowed for the master to have sex with the mother and her daughter, or the son and father to have 

sex with the same captive (Landay et al 2015). 

ISIS has received a lot of criticism for enslaving hundreds of Yazidi women, particularly 

when Islamic voices were raised in protest of the practice, with associated claims that slavery has 

nothing to do with Islam. In response, ISIS produced the booklet in an attempt to legitimize the 

practice of enslavement.  

ISIS’ attempt to institutionalize slavery is a mixture between late modernity and ancient 

time. The ancient Islamic law was utilized to add legality to the practice. Females were put in a 

building, after being seized, and their information was registered. Some women were sold in the 

slave markets in Iraq and Syria, while others were sold through a mobile program which provided 

photos and other information (Otten 2017). 

Regulated slavery is not a new phenomenon and has been applied by the military in different 

conflicts and different shapes. Goldstein argues that sex is one of the prominent issues that has 

captured fighters’ interest all over the world (Goldstein 2001, 333). In World War II, an American 

soldier was surprised about the obsession of the army men with females and sex. (Ibid) Moreover, 

the US and British army sustained the obsession by distributing posters of famous women regarded 

as sex symbols (Ibid., 334). It is notable, that sexual relationships during wartime spread more 

behind the line than front line. For example, in 1945 in Italy and Germany, American soldiers had 

sex with local women for money or food loyalty (Ibid., 336-339). 

 Sexual intercourse between males and females during periods of conflict happens in 

different ways; women who have sex willingly, women who exchange sex for food or cash, and 

women who face sexual abuse. For example, in 1944, while British soldiers were far away from 

home, many relationships, whether for cash or real love, were established between British women 

and American men based in England. The victory girls of America in 1942 symbolised voluntary 

sex, as they offered sex to the soldiers to show their national loyalty (Ibid., 338-339).  

Throughout history, the military has attempted to regulate prostitution to serve their soldiers 

for three reasons. First, prostitutes could be working as spies for the enemy. Second, soldiers raping 

women in some areas had potential to cause trouble with the local people. Third, regulation would 

aim to reduce sexually transmitted diseases among soldiers (Ibid., 339-341). This is not a 

contemporary phenomenon; the Roman empire established bordellos to serve its soldiers for similar 

reasons (Ibid., 342). The same system was employed by the French and German militaries during 

World War I and II (Ibid). 
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In the case of ISIS, the group did not establish typical brothels. ISIS was cautious to use 

verses from the Quran, the prophet Sunnah, and relied on scholars’ interpretation and to produce 

Fatwa to insure compliance with the true Islam. Additionally, seizing minorities and enslaving the 

enemy females is not the same as prostitution. It must be noted that not all women engaged in 

prostitution willingly. The military regulation of prostitution was a doubled edged sword because it 

did not include employed prostitutes; many women were forced by secret agents to work in 

brothels. Japan applied a similar system in World War II, forcing women from conquered countries 

to work in prostitution. They were called the “comfort women” and forced to accompany the 

soldiers to the war frontlines. Even the groups created to protect civilians were engaged in sex 

trafficking; for example, the UN peacekeeping forces committed sex crimes against Bosnian 

Muslims women and Kosovo (Ibid., 343-346). 

 

5.5 Defending our Women 

In 2014, Al-Battar Media Foundation for Islamic State released a video titled “From Al-haa’raer” 

(freedom women), which shows female members of ISIS crying and calling for the Muslim world 

to save them. One of the women declares that she has been raped and criticizes the silent religious 

men. Another woman reminds Muslims of Al-hajaj Bin Youssef40, Almuatasim41 and other Muslim 

leaders who had conquered the nations of the unbelievers to save Muslims. The video shows 

another speaker, May Altalq, captured by the Saudi Arabia police at the Yemeni borders in 2014 

while trying to run away and join the Islamic State. May claims, that the police took her daughter 

and raped her (Al-BattarMedia 2014). At first glance, it seems that ISIS members are incapable of 

protecting their women, and the video reflects their weakness. But ISIS policy is based on 

propagating videos showing the killing of their opponents to intimidate the enemy, as well as to 

attract new followers through their image as the powerful and the victorious state. The question that 

arises here pertains to ISIS goal of revealing its weakness. 

An important point found while reviewing the sixth issue of Dabiq provides advice to the 

ISIS fighters and introduces them to war tactics. Advice number 22 states that: 

Embolden your hearts, for doing so is a means of victory and triumph. Know that the most difficult thing for 

a soldier of Allah to train for is getting used to a lot of combat. Make frequent mention of the grudges you 

                                                           
 

40 A well-known ruler during the period of the Umayyad Caliphate. 

 

41 Or al-Mutaṣim billāh is a caliph during the period of Abbasid Caliphate. 
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have against the enemy, for they increase your boldness. Remember that the enemy raped your mothers and 

your sisters, prevented you from Jumu’ah and congregational prayers, and cut you off from trade and 

agriculture. In short, he didn’t leave you with anything of the religious and worldly affairs (Dabiq#6 2015, 

11) 

This advice urges the fighter to be bold by remembering the malice of the enemy who raped his 

mother and his sister. Fighters should remind themselves of their raped mothers and sisters to 

stimulate themselves during the combat in order to win.  The mentioned mothers and sisters are not 

necessarily the actual mothers and sisters of the fighters, as Islamic state calls its followers brothers 

and sisters. Thus, mothers and sisters mean the female Muslims followers of ISIS.  

ISIS uses the same policy, in the seventh issue of Dabiq. It declares the kidnapping of 21 

Egyptian Coptic Christians in Libya in the fifth memorial of the terrorist attack which was launched 

against Baghdad church as a revenge for Kamilia Shehata, Wafa Constantine, and other women 

whom the Coptic church abused according to ISIS allegations. The Islamic State seems to be 

sending a message to the church in Egypt to stay away from Muslims. It urges Muslims to kill the 

Christians in Egypt because of the church alliance with the Egyptian government (Dabiq#7 2015, 

30-32) 

The same revenge story for Kamilia Shehata, Wafa Constantine is mentioned again in the 

ninth issue of the same magazine. The article covers the Islamic state martyr biographies through a 

series of articles named “Among the believers are men”. The series focuses on Hudhayfah Al-

Battawi, an al-Qaeda leader killed in 2011 while trying to escape from prison in Iraq (The 

Telegraph 2011). While recounting his heroic character, the text mentions that a key reason for Al-

Battawi’s attack on a Baghdad church in 2011, was to take revenge: “He also sought to avenge the 

honor of the sisters imprisoned by the tyrannical crusader Copts in Egypt, and thus the attack 

against the “Our Lady of Salvation” Church was executed” (Dabiq#9 2015, 42) 

Obviously, the Islamic state employs women, _mothers, sisters and daughters_ of true 

Muslims, to justify its crimes. Five years after the terror attack, ISIS names in the magazine, the 

women oppressed by the Coptic Church. Camilia Shehata and Wafa Constantine are wives of 

Coptic priests (Al-Atrush 2015). Similar rumours related to the women spread in media but at 

different times -Constantine in 2004 and Shehata in 2010. According to the rumours, they were 

detained for some time by the Coptic Church because of their conversion to Islam (Ibid). The 

incident of Shehata in 2010 created a dispute between Muslims and Christians (Ibid). ISIS referred 

to Camilia and Wafa, on another occasion, when it released a video of the killing of 21 Coptic 

detainees: “The filthy blood is just some of what awaits you, in revenge for Camilia and her sisters” 
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(Ibid). Despite the uncertainty, ISIS claimed Camilia and Wafa as members, calling them sisters, for 

propogandist advantage.  

Using the defence of women as a reason to call Muslims to Jihad is obvious in the twelfth 

issue of Rumiyah. The text is the second part of the article collection by Shaykh Abu Musa’ab AZ- 

Zarqawi, titled “Important advice for the Mujahidin”. Abu Musa’ab AZ- Zarqawi says,  

What has the Ummah done for the women of whose honor was tarnished within sight and hearing of the 

Ummah altogether? By Allah, if there were left in us only a little bit of jealousy and the like for our sister, 

then sleep would not have appealed to us, and we would not find pleasure with women in bed until those 

bereaved ones were saved. Woe to you, o my ummah! Your women are in the hands of the worshippers of 

the Cross, who are abusing them, and no one is responding (Rumiyah#12 2017, 30). 

The text is questioning the Islamic community’s reaction to the treatment of Muslim females in 

Sarajevo, Indonesia, Kashmir, Palestine, and Iraq. These women “sisters” are presented as an 

example. All Muslims should feel compelled to fight for them in order to save their lost honour. It 

argues that the Islamic community should feel ashamed for not stopping the violation of the female 

prisoners in Abu Ghurayb, who were raped by American soldiers. The text adds “or that you would 

swear not to wear an ‘uqal [traditional Arabic headband] on your head, nor taste food, nor close 

your eyelids until you save your sisters or die trying…but unfortunately none of that has happened” 

(Ibid., 30).The quote is intended to feminize Muslims who do not answer the call of Jihad.  The use 

of the Uqal42 example aims to provoke Muslims and humiliate their masculinity - given it is a 

symbol of manhood in the Arab culture. According to the text, Muslim men do not have the right to 

live, wear their headband, to eat or sleep, as long as their Muslim sisters remained oppressed.  

Goldstein points to the exploitation by some states of the notion of defending women as a 

slogan to call men to war. In this case, women represent the nation, who need protection, while men 

are the defenders who represent the state. The imagery of raping women symbolizes the male 

enemy who endanger the nation. In World War I and II, the rape threat was used to recruit and 

attract men to join the military (Goldstein 2001, 369). 

                                                           
 

42 Uqal or Iqal is a traditional black headband that used by some men in Arab countries  
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Figure 2 (Goldstein,2001, p.370) Keep These Hands-off poster 

 

Figure 2 was part of the Canadian propaganda during World War II. The two hands in the 

photo represent the threat of Germany and Japan towards women and children who represent the 

vulnerable Canadian populations that should be defended. This image aimed to raise the sympathy 

of men to push them participate in the war (Welch 2017, 103). 

Sjoberg discusses broadly how the authority employs gender in the state identity to justify 

war on others. State is the male protector while children and women are the nation that need to be 

protected (Sjoberg 2013, 141). Sometimes, the protection goes beyond the state borders to include 

other women, such as when the government alleges its intention of war is protecting women of the 

enemy. For example, George W. Bush used the liberation of Iraqi women as one of the 

justifications of invading Iraq (Ibid.,150-152).  Employing femininity as a pretext for making war 

resembles the idea of using “emotional symbols” such as the flag. Raising women rights and 

women liberation slogans is part of these symbols that stimulate the need to protection (Ibid., 153).  

Like many common administrations, ISIS employs its propaganda to appeal to Muslim 

fighters to defend their women, using the typical idea of man as the defender and women and 

children as symbols of the land and the nation. ISIS calls Muslim men to Jihad in order to take 

revenge for their victimized women whose honour was spoiled by the enemy. Real Muslim men 

would rise up to save their mothers and sisters from the enemy. ISIS cites instances of mothers and 

sisters in various Muslim countries who were raped and oppressed by infidel governments for 
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greater effect. In other words, ISIS uses the idea of defending women as a tool to recruit more 

fighters, incite lone wolf activity, motivate commitment to the fighting, and prove to the world that 

ISIS does not forget their people’s revenge or leave their followers in the hands of the enemy.  

 

6 CONCLUSIONS   

This study examined how ISIS portrays the female enemy in its online magazines (Rumiyah and 

Dabiq). It explored the ISIS propaganda by using, comprehending and analysing materials from the 

English language magazines Dabiq and Rumiyah. The material was translated into three specific 

categories: (1) ISIS rules on the female enemy, (2) the justifications for the rules on the female 

enemy and (3) the using sexual violence as a war tactic against the female enemy. The analysis 

helped the exposure of many latent ideas.  

 

6.1. Findings and Debate 

While examining Rumiyah and Dabiq magazines, I noticed that ISIS utilizes its media resources to 

outline its ideology by picking up evidence from the Quran and Sunnah. ISIS propaganda 

categorizes the enemy depending on their own definition of the level of faith. The world is seen as a 

black and white; it is divided between the representatives of the real Islam and the Infidel 

individuals who do not follow them or do not agree with their ideology. Through refuting the 

enemy’s faith and by using ancient theological terms, ISIS aims to legitimize the crime of killing 

without being questioned. ISIS embraces the Takfiri ideology which is based on the idea of the duty 

of Muslims to accept and apply the entirety of the Shariah law. Therefore, enemies are labelled as 

Murtaddīn (apostates), Kuffar (unbelievers, belligerent), Mushrikin (polytheists) and heretics. Dabiq 

and Rumiyah focus mostly on Shia, on Muslims who are allies with ISIS’ enemies in the West and 

finally on Christians. Some articles briefly focus on minorities such as Yazidi, Druze and Kurds. 

Concerning civilians, ISIS is careful not to use any modern term, therefore they label 

civilians as “those who don’t normally carry weapons”. This definition takes place in the English 

version which targets non-Arabic speakers. Another Arabic language magazine for ISIS “Anaba”, 

highlights the invalidity of the term civilians. It is possible that ISIS uses the term “those who don’t 

normally carry weapons” in parallel with the term “civilians” in the English version. The reason for 

this could be because most audiences in the West are part of societies that generally respect human 

rights, whereas most Arabic language speakers reside in regions that do not support human rights 
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and have abolished democracy. Nevertheless, ISIS explains that those who do not normally carry 

weapons, such as women, children, the elderly and people with disabilities do not have the same 

impunity as civilians in international law. ISIS impunity varies in meaning from the impunity in 

international law because it gives exemption from killing but not from enslaving. 

There are exceptions in killing Mushrikin as explained in certain articles produced by the 

movement. ISIS calls for killing Muslim fighters (males and females), whether they fight or not. 

Individuals who contribute to the war against ISIS by means of counselling, writing or decision 

making, should be killed too. Furthermore, non-fighters could be killed accidentally when it’s not 

easy for ISIS to distinguish between fighters and non-fighters.  

In general, ISIS believes that males of enemy should be killed while non-fighter females 

should be enslaved. Thus, killing is the rule of ISIS on belligerent Christians in general, including 

the Christians of Egypt. This applies to the combatants whether they fight by using weapons or by 

providing opinions or advice. Slavery comprises the rule on females. If they are non-Muslims or if 

they do not have a safety agreement they can be accidently killed during the combat when it’s not 

easy to separate between combatants and non-combatants. ISIS rule on Kurds is similar to the rule 

on Sunnah Muslims who have an alliance with the crusaders (Western countries) or any side ISIS 

regards as enemy. Thus, ISIS regards the Kurdish unbelievers as (Murtaddīn) apostates. Their males 

should be killed, and their women should be enslaved. 

Similarly, Shia/Rafidah should be killed. ISIS considers Shiite people as apostates and 

labels them the “Jews of Arab”. ISIS takes advantage of nationalism in order to incite the sectarian 

division in the community.  Muslims cannot sign peace agreement with Shia or enslave their men. 

Still, ISIS is often hesitant when it comes to the rule on apostates. In the fourth issue of Dabiq 

magazine, ISIS mentions that there is a disagreement amongst Muslim scholars on enslaving female 

apostates who are affiliated to sects such as Shia, Nusayriyyah, Duruz and Isma’iliyyah. ISIS gives 

its followers two options to choose from: they can either kill the Shiite female or enslave her.  The 

ambiguous rule on apostates opens the grounds for ISIS for fluid interpretation, such as enslaving 

the woman if she is beneficial, namely young and virgin (Callimachi 2015), and killing her if she is 

not.  

In case of Yazids, they are labelled as the “pagan minority”. ISIS employed a group of 

Islamic law students to investigate if historically Yazidis are Mushrikin or Murtaddin.  Based on 

this investigation, ISIS decided that the rule on Mushrikin applies on Yazidis partly. ISIS still 

cannot sign dhimmah contract (safety agreement) with them and get Jizyah(taxes) like in the case of 

Christians and Jews. Unlike, apostate women who cannot be enslaved according to most Muslim 
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scholars,Yazidi women should be enslaved. The selective interpretation of ISIS places the Yazidis 

between Mushrikin and Murtaddin. The main goal for this selective rule is to build a legal 

justification for Yazidi women as sex slaves. 

ISIS places both Druze and Nusayriyyah (the ruling sect in Syria) on a similar level of faith. 

In the tenth issue of Dabiq, ISIS considers Druze and Nusayriyyah worse than Shia - ISIS’ greatest 

enemy. - Muslims cannot apply Jizyah (taxes) on them because they are apostates unlike the People 

of the holy book. Muslims cannot accept their penitence nor keep them alive. Their women should 

be enslaved, and their property should be seized. ISIS permits enslaving Druze and Nusayriyyah 

despite the disagreement amongst Muslim scholars about enslaving the women of Apostates.  

Interestingly, ISIS devotes many articles to refute other religions’ claims and arguments. 

Additionally, it selects evidence related to violence and slavery from Quran and Sunnah, as well as 

examples and quotations from the Torah and the bible in order to reveal the enemy’s hypocrisy. 

While the notion of the female enemy is the primary focus of this study, and the use of 

slavery as a tool of sexual violence is the most prominent rule on the female enemy, the second part 

of the analysis thoroughly discusses, the utilization of sexual violence as a war tactic in ISIS 

propaganda. The feminist approach for sexual violence as a war tactic measurement was applied to 

comprehend ISIS’ policy against female enemy. 

The feminization of the enemy dimension showed that ISIS selects examples from the 

Quran and Sunnah to legitimate slavery, feminize the concept of slavery and confine its meaning to 

females only. Unsurprisingly, all the verses and examples that have been used in the text focus only 

on females, meaning that ISIS feminizes the concept of slavery in their propaganda for their own 

interest. The group’s ideology demonstrates that female slaves are more useful for the group than 

males because they can be given as a reward for the fighters who are not wealthy enough to marry.  

The organization uses female propagandist Umm Sumayyah Al-Muhajirah to advocate the practice, 

as well as to refute all objecting Muslim voices that regard enslavement as a cover up for rape. 

Umm Sumayyah rejects accusations of using female slaves as prostitution, because, according to 

her, enslaving females constitutes a divine order. Moreover, she defends the idea by arguing the 

good living conditions of the female slaves; they are honoured with converting to Islam, marrying 

the state’s fighters and get pregnant, thus increasing ISIS’ number of fighters.  

Enslaving women and children aim to inflict damage to the enemy. In particular, that 

feminization of the enemy translates as the failure of the male fighters in protecting the land and the 

nation, which, as a result, brings discredit upon their government or administration. At the same 
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time, enslaving women and children intimidates the enemy, especially, minorities and ethnic groups 

who do not have the military power oppose ISIS. ISIS followers are aware of the cultural structures 

of the society they deal with, particularly the place of women as the keepers of the family’s honour. 

Therefore, in a patriarchal conservative society rape causes social stigma to the victims and their 

family. In these kinds of societies, where women suffer from gender inequality and harmful 

traditions, rape affects the targeted society, ruins victims’ life and destroys the reputation of their 

families. For example, The UN envoy for sexual violence in conflict reports that in 2018, Yazidi 

and Turkmen survivors of sexual slavery by ISIS were seized in isolated camps because they were 

afraid of social shaming, while Turkmen survivors were informed that they are unwelcomed by 

their community. Furthermore, many rape victims from Yazidi, Turkmen and Shiite gave up the 

children born from rape in order to avoid stigmatization. 

Investigating the use of sexual violence to finance the war expanses confirms the association 

between slavery and gaining money for terrorist organizations. ISIS uses examples from Sunnah to 

reinforce the benefit of enslaving females.  In the fifth issue of Rumiyah, the anonymous author of 

the article interprets a  hadith for the prophet to prove the financial benefit of enslavement :  “Allah 

dislikes that you do three things: gossiping, excessive questioning, and wasting wealth” 

(Rumiyah#5 2017, 6).The author used the word “wealth” as an equivalent to  women and children 

so it serves the group’s goal. The economic revenue of slavery does not contribute to ISIS’ budget 

in a great extent, but it still supports the organization’s activities. The price tags of females in public 

slave markets aimed for ISIS fighters is not that high but females are bought and sold many times. 

In 2015, UN report that ISIS gathered around $30,000 in ransom to free one individual. While ISIS 

refuses to regard Yazidis as prisoners rather than slaves to be sold, the deals are made through 

mediators inside the Islamic state. 

Investigation on the third dimension of sexual violence as a war tactic in attracting or 

rewarding the fighters, suggests that ISIS nourishes the notion of rewarding its men by legitimising 

the ancient idea of looting (Ghanimah) the enemy’s property. ISIS does not consider enemy women 

as humans who have a free will. On the contrary, the group ideology strips them off their humanity 

and considers them as part of the enemy’s wealth that should be seized. 

Previous studies suggest that sexual violence constitutes a method for attracting ISIS 

fighters to join the organization. For example, a study on sexual violence and terrorism revealed 

that British foreign fighters who had a record of sexual assaults and family violence were attracted 

by the rhetoric of rape in ISIS propaganda and the implementation of slavery. Many of them, came 

from traditional communities that forbid cohabitation (Malik 2017, 23). Furthermore, in 2017, a 
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study from the United Nations Centre for Counter-Terrorism showed a strong connection between 

the foreign fighters’ poor economic and educational background and their motivation to join ISIS in 

order to improve their life conditions.  

The fourth dimension supports that using slavery as a tool for sexual violence is not a new 

phenomenon or an Islamic practice, as global military forces have repeatedly applied it in conflicts. 

Slavery does not necessarily result in prostitution; however, women who were victims of this 

practice, work as prostitutes. Investigating ISIS theoretically and practically has shown that the 

organization has taken the responsibility to organize and propagate slavery. ISIS aims to regulate 

sexual intercourse for the fighters despite the fact that this practice contradicts the Islamic 

principles. Slavery is employed to give validity for rape. The organization advocates the idea 

through Dabiq and Rumiyah, in addition to issuing Fatwas (legal opinions) related to slavery. 

Furthermore, ISIS’ attempt to institutionalize slavery is a mixture between late modernity and 

ancient time. 

The ancient Islamic law was utilized to add legality to the practice. According to Otten, 

some women were sold in the slave markets in Iraq and Syria, while others were sold through 

mobile program containing their photos and other information (Otten 2017). Examining ISIS’ 

ideology and practice revealed that the organization did not establish typical brothels; instead, ISIS 

used verses from the Quran, the prophet Sunnah, produced Fatwas in order to implement the correct 

Islam. 

Concerning the “defending our women” dimension, research suggests that ISIS employs the 

idea of the weak female in needs of the male’s protection. For example, the sixth issue of Dabiq 

urges ISIS fighters to remember the enemy who raped their mothers and sisters, as a means to 

stimulate them during combat.  Here, “mothers” and “sisters” mean the female Muslims followers 

of the organization. ISIS also uses the need of defending Muslim women in Sarajevo, Indonesia, 

Kashmir, Palestine, and Iraq as a reason to call Muslims for Jihad. The extremist group uses women 

to recruit more fighters, incites the lone wolf trait on men and motivates them to fight in order to 

prove to the rest of the world that ISIS does not forget its followers.  

 

6.2. Recommendations  

This thesis focused on ISIS propaganda, their rules on the female enemy and the use of sexual 

violence as a war tactic. Moreover, the topic covered ISIS’ violations against women from different 

religious groups and minorities. ISIS rationalizes the crime of rape by calling it slavery. Its 
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propaganda validates the practice of rape by encouraging fighters to guiltlessly enslave the female 

enemy. ISIS constructed a religious framework to allow its members to own as wealth and to 

legitimize forced sexual intercourse. The idea of "female captivity" and slavery constitutes a license 

to rape which allows the organization to attract new members and intimidate opponents.  

There is a lack of studies concerning the ISIS perpetrators of sexual in time of war. 

Therefore, more studies investigating ISIS fighters, especially members who have either witnessed 

rape or have committed rape against the female enemy would be beneficial in order to illuminate 

the topic and further analyse how the use of sexual violence is employed as a war tactic. 
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APPENDICES  

Appendix 1: Coding Table of ISIS Rules on the Female Enemy and the 

Justifications for the Rules 

Main category (1) ISIS rules on/ treatment for female enemy 

The Female enemy  Subcatergory1: killing Subcatergory2: 

Enslaving  

Notes 

Christians  Fighters, providers of 

counselling (lawyers, 

journalists), leaders & 

non-fighters who killed 

mistakenly   

Non-fighters  

Shia Ambiguous  Ambiguous  There is a 

disagreement 

between killing 

and enslaving 

Yazidis  Slavery  

Kurds and other 

Sunnah who 

disagrees with the 

organization 

 Slavery  

Druze  Slavery  

Main category (2) the justifications for the rules on the female enemy 

The Female enemy Subcatergory1: level 

of faith 

Subcatergory2: 

difference of opinion 

Notes 

Christians Mushrikin/polytheist Cooperating with other 

enemies 

 

Shia Murtadiin/ Apostate   

Yazidis Mushrikin/polytheist   

Kurds and other 

Sunnah who 

disagrees with the 

organization 

Murtadiin/ Apostate   

Druze Kuffar/Infidels   

 

Appendix 2: Coding Table of ISIS Rules on the Female Enemy and the 

Justifications for the Rules 

 Main category (1) ISIS rules on/ treatment for female enemy 

The Female Subcatergory1: Subcatergory2: Subcategory3: Subcategory4: 

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2015/03/what-isis-really-wants/384980/
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enemy  killing Enslaving  Imprisoning signing peace 

agreement 

 

Christians / Jews Fighters, providers of 

counselling (lawyers, 

journalists), leaders 

& non-fighters who 

killed mistakenly   

Non-fighters capturing as 

war prisoners 

to be ransomed 

for non-

fighters 

Dhimmah 

contract/ safety 

agreement can 

be signed  

Shia Ambiguous  Ambiguous  

(disagreement 

between killing 

and enslaving) 

 No  

Yazidis  Slavery  No 

Kurds and other 

Sunnah who 

disagrees with the 

organization 

 Slavery  No 

Druze/Nusayriyyah  Slavery  No 

 Main category (2) the justifications for the rules on the female enemy 

The Female 

enemy 

Subcatergory1: 

level of faith 

Subcatergory2: 

difference of 

opinion 

Subcategory3: 

Gender 

Notes 

Christians Mushrikin/polytheist Cooperating 

with other 

enemies 

Slavery 

includes the 

non-fighters 

from women, 

children, old 

and people 

with disability 

 

Shia Murtaddin/ Apostate  The male can’t 

be taken as a 

slave, while 

there is a 

disagreement 

on the fate of 

the female 

  

Yazidis Mushrikin/polytheist  enslaving 

females and 

children under 

14 

Males who 

compelled to 

convert were 

become 

prisoners and 

workers 

 

Kurds and other 

Sunnah who 

disagrees with the 

organization 

Murtaddin/ Apostate Cooperating 

with other 

enemies, 

following the 

western system 

Enslaving 

females 
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of rule and not 

applying Allah 

law 

 

Druze Kuffar/Infidels  Enslaving 

females 

 

 

Appendix 3: Coding Table of Using Sexual Violence as a War Tactic 

against the Female Enemy 

Major category (3) using sexual violence as a war tactic against the female enemy 

Subcategory (1) 

feminization of 

enemy 

Subcategory (2) 

 financing the 

war expanses 

Subcategory (3) 

A tool to attract 

or pay for 

fighters,  

Subcategory (4) 

Military 

Institutionalized 

rape  

Subcategory (5) 

Defending 

women 

Feminizing the 

slavery concept  

killing women 

of Mushrikin is 

wealth wasting 

Ghanimah 

(Booty) 

Employing 

slavery to give 

kind of validity 

for rape and 

adultery  

Remember that 

the enemy raped 

your mothers 

and your sisters, 

the women of 

whose honor 

was tarnished 

sexual violence 

as a tool of 

harm 

Slave market paying the 

fighters to have 

more kids 

 fatwas on the 

regulation for 

sexual 

intercourse with 

female slaves 

Taking revenge 

for women 

whom the 

Coptic church 

abused 

Threatening the 

enemy 

Human 

trafficking 

 Registering 

female 

captivities 

information and 

put them in a 

specific 

building 

save your sisters 

or die trying 

Forced 

pregnancy 

selling back 

some enslaved 

females to their 

families 

 Establishing 

regular slave 

market and 

online markets 

 

Way of purge     

Stigmatizing a 

specific group 

    

 

 


